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Project. Strata 1 Program, Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, Pancasakti 
University Tegal, The First Advisor is Dr. Taufiqulloh,M.Hum and the Second 
Advisor is Anin Eka S, S.S,M.Hum. 
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Class.  
This study was conducted to analyze the teacher and students interaction 
on EFL class. English language learning in EFL class was conducted online and 
offline class. The objectives of this study are to identify the teacher and students 
interaction found on EFL class and to analyze the implementation of the types of 
teacher and student interaction on EFL class. Descriptive qualitative research was 
used as the approach in this study. There were three English teachers and 30 
students for each class at Junior High School as the participant of the research. 
The data was collected by direct classroom observation and videos taken in the 
class. The data was analyzed based on a FLINT System.  
 
The results in this study by observation from the three teachers showed 
that the type of ‘Asks Question’ for T01 28%, T02 34%, and T03 29% from the 
teacher talk and ‘Student Response Open-Ended’ for T01 22%, T02 8% and T03 
21% from the student talk has the highest percentage, it means that the teacher 
want the students to be more active and brave to speak in English.  
 
The conclusion of this study indicated that the dominant types of teacher-
students interactions on EFL class are ‘Asks Question’ from the teachers’ talks 
and ‘Student Response Open-Ended’ from the students’ talks and during 
interaction in the EFL class, the teacher tended to act as facilitator which 
facilitated students to speak and more active and a resource providing information 
needed by students. Based on the findings of the study, it is recommended to the 
English teacher to motivate students to speak and interact using the target 
language (English) during learning activities, to praise them for what they have 
done for building up their confidence, and to encourage them to interact by 
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Penelitian. Program Strata 1 Fakultas Keguruan dan Ilmu Pendidikan Universitas 
Pancasakti Tegal, Pembimbing I Dr. Taufiqulloh, M.Hum dan Pembimbing II 
Anin Eka S, S.S, M.Hum. 
Kata Kunci: Interaksi Guru-Siswa, Pembicaraan Guru, Pembicaraan Siswa, Kelas 
EFL. 
Penelitian ini dilakukan untuk menganalisis interaksi guru dan siswa di 
kelas EFL. Pembelajaran bahasa Inggris di kelas EFL dilakukan secara online dan 
offline. Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mengidentifikasi interaksi guru 
dan siswa yang ditemukan di kelas EFL dan untuk menganalisis penerapan jenis 
interaksi guru dan siswa di kelas EFL. Penelitian kualitatif deskriptif digunakan 
sebagai pendekatan dalam penelitian ini. Ada tiga guru bahasa Inggris dan 30 
siswa untuk setiap kelas di SMP sebagai peserta penelitian. Pengumpulan data 
dilakukan dengan observasi kelas langsung dan video diambil di dalam kelas. 
Data dianalisis berdasarkan Sistem FLINT. 
Hasil dalam penelitian ini dengan observasi dari ketiga guru menunjukkan 
bahwa jenis 'Bertanya Pertanyaan' untuk T01 28%, T02 34%, dan T03 29% dari 
tuturan guru dan 'Respon Siswa Terbuka Berakhir' untuk T01 22%, T02 8% dan 
T03 21% dari pembicaraan siswa memiliki persentase tertinggi, artinya guru ingin 
siswanya lebih aktif dan berani berbicara dalam bahasa Inggris. 
Kesimpulan dari penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa jenis interaksi guru-
siswa yang dominan di kelas EFL adalah 'Pertanyaan Bertanya' dari pembicaraan 
guru dan 'Respon Siswa Terbuka' dari pembicaraan siswa dan selama interaksi di 
kelas EFL, Guru cenderung berperan sebagai fasilitator yang memfasilitasi siswa 
untuk berbicara dan lebih aktif serta menjadi nara sumber informasi yang 
dibutuhkan siswa. Berdasarkan temuan penelitian, disarankan kepada guru bahasa 
Inggris untuk memotivasi siswa untuk berbicara dan berinteraksi menggunakan 
bahasa target (bahasa Inggris) selama kegiatan pembelajaran, memuji mereka atas 
apa yang telah mereka lakukan untuk membangun kepercayaan diri mereka, dan 
untuk mendorong berinteraksi dengan menerapkan strategi pertanyaan yang 
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Presented in this chapter there are background of the problems, statement of 
the problem, conceptual/operational definitions, objectives of the research, and 
significances of the research. 
A. Background of The Study 
In the teaching and learning activities it is very important that the teacher and 
students must have good communication so that the learning process can run well. 
Teacher student interaction could be seen when the teacher delivers the material, 
oftentimes students cannot understand well what is conveyed by the teacher. 
Therefore, it is important for the teacher to interact more often with students to 
build trust in students. The lack of interaction between teacher and student can 
often hamper students' understanding of learning material. Thus, the teacher must 
increase interaction with students by communicating more frequently during the 
learning process and asking what difficulties students experience during the 
learning process.  
The scopes of teacher-student interaction in the classroom, especially in EFL 
class are including speaking, written, verbal and etc. In the English teaching 
learning processes, often teacher talk English but the student talk Indonesia 
because student can not speak in English clearly. 
 In addition, as stated by (H.Douglas Brown, 2000) to gain experience in 




because interaction is the heart of communication. As the importance of speaking 
English, communication can also affect the activities of the learning process. As 
stated by (Nisa, 2014) interaction occurs as long as people communicate with each 
other and act and receive reactions from each other anywhere and anytime, 
including in the classroom. In the classroom, teacher while giving the explanation 
but also give the students chance to ask question with speak English or teacher 
giving the question and student can answer the teacher question to know if the 
students keep their attention to the teacher explanation. 
As stated by (H.Douglas Brown, 2000) unfortunately, interaction in language 
classes seems difficult to use the target language all the time, especially in EFL 
classes (English as a Foreign Language). This happens because EFL students have 
the same native language. If the teacher ignores it, the goals of the teaching 
process then cannot be achieved. Therefore, by impressing students about the 
importance of practice in English for their eventual success and telling them that it 
can help them build their intuition for the language of use, the native language 
when interacting can be reduced. Therefore, in the teaching and learning process 
teachers must always train their students to speak English in a way to always 








Based on the theories above, the researcher conducted a research on foreign 
language learners entitled “An Analysis Teacher-Student Interaction on EFL Class 
at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal in Academic Year 2019-2020”. There are several reasons 
for choosing this topic, including based on my observations, the researcher see 
that in the teaching and learning process there is a lack of communication or 
interaction between teacher and students such as students who are sleepy and do 
not listen to teacher explanations, students are busy talking to their friends, 
student who do not dare to ask the teacher and only choose to be silent and teacher 
only provide an explanation without any interaction with students, teacher who 
often give assignments to students without any deeper explanation of the material, 
etc.  
Therefore, the researcher chose the topic based on practical and theoretical 
reasons. For practical reasons, the researcher found that this study has already 
been researched related classroom interaction. Based on the research, classroom 
interactions can be better understood against the background of interrelated 
factors: interaction practices, teacher and student factors, learning objectives, 
material, classroom context, and the external context that surrounds interaction 
practices. For theoretical reason (Nisa, 2014) stated that interaction occurs as long 
as people communicate with each other and give each other actions and receive 
each other's reactions anywhere and anytime, including in the classroom. (Thapa 
& Lin et.al.,) as cited in (Nisa, 2014) provided a definition “Interaction in the 
classroom is the central factor in increasing students' linguistic resources and 




some journal and books related interaction in the classroom. This research is a 
qualitative descriptive research conducted in order to get know about the 
interaction between teacher and student. Analyzing teacher student interaction 
became an interesting topic to be investigated for the researcher because teacher 
student interaction shows the important of the teaching learning processes 
especially in EFL class.  
B. Statement of the Problems 
Based on the study above the researcher identifies some problems based on 
the teacher student interaction. This aspect of the study will reveal the general 
patterns of teacher student interaction in the class especially in EFL class. In 
relation the problems above, the researcher tries to formulate the research 
problems into the research question, such as: 
a. What are the teacher and students interaction found on EFL class? 
b. How do the teacher and student implement the types of interaction on EFL 
class? 
C. Conceptual/Operational Definitions 
Interaction between the teacher and learners commonly takes place during the 
teaching learning process. The interaction, which involves both the teacher and 
learners, can be considered as reciprocal actions and reactions. The actions and 
reactions between the teacher and learners can be also described in the form of 
thoughts, ideas, and feelings, as stated by (Journal & Teaching, n.d.). Thus, the 




during the learning process and asking what difficulties students experience 
during the learning process.  
In addition, researches in language teaching manifests that interaction between 
teachers and students is significant in EFL classroom as stated by (Long, et.al as 
cited in (Weizheng, 2019)) Rational interaction in classroom influences language 
input, output, learning atmosphere, students’ feedback and participation in 
learning activities which promote the effectiveness of language learning and 
competence development. In recent decade years, various researches have 
explored different methods and strategies to promote the interaction in EFL 
classroom, while very few researches focused on what happens in EFL classroom 
and what is the interaction like in EFL classroom. 
Teacher-student interaction is a model of classroom interaction in which the 
teacher and students can cooperate together to make the learning and teaching 
process become betters and produce good outcomes. Teacher-student interaction 
can take place between the teacher and the whole class, the teacher and the group 
of students and the teacher and an individual student as stated by (A Malamah-
Thomas, 1987) as cited in (Nguyen & Phuong, 2017). 
This study focused on the teacher student interaction on EFL class. How the 
important of teacher student interaction in the teaching learning processes 







D. Objectives of The Research 
Based on the research problem, the objectives of this research are 
formulated as follows: 
c. To identify the teacher and students interaction found on EFL class. 
d. To analyze the implementation of the types of teacher and student 
interaction on EFL class. 
 
E. Significances of The Research 
In this study, there are two significances of the research, such as practical 
and theoretical. 
1. Theoretical significances, the result of this study will be used as the 
references for researcher who wants to establish research more about 
teacher student interaction on EFL class. And also for the readers can get 
some descriptions about teacher student interaction in the class especially 
on EFL class. 
2. Practical significances, the result of this study can be useful for readers 
and learners. They can get more information about teacher student 
interaction on EFL class. Meanwhile the benefit is they can improve their 







REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Presented in this chapter, there are the review of research with some sources 
information that consisted of previous studies and related theories. 
A. Review of The Previous Studies 
The research of teacher student interaction on EFL class has been 
conducted by other researchers. The researcher has found some previous 
studies that were related to teacher student interaction. 
Based on journal of Sinta Hoerun Nisa published in 2014 as stated by 
(Nisa, 2014) entitled “Classroom Interaction Analysis in Indonesia EFL 
Speaking Class”. The purpose of this study was to analyze the categories of 
teacher talk, student speech and the types of class interaction used during EFL 
speaking classes. According the result, this study revealed that both teachers 
and students applied all speech categories as mentioned in the FLINT (Foreign 
Language Interaction) system and the type of class interaction. 
The second journal is English Language Teaching published in 2019 as 
stated by (Weizheng, 2019) entitled “Teacher Student Interaction in EFL 
Classroom in China: Communication Accommodation Theory Perspective”. 
The purpose of this study to identify whether teachers use communication 
accommodation strategies to develop interactions, when they are faced with 
difficulties in EFL classes and to answer which strategies are often used in 





communication accommodation strategies to adjust their students during 
interactions in the EFL class. This provides teachers with strategies to promote 
interaction in the classroom, and researchers with real cases for their further 
research. Especially give the teachers and researchers a new angle to test the 
interaction or communication between teachers and students in EFL classes. 
The third journal is Journal of Research & Method in Education published 
(IOSR-JRME) in 2017 entitled “Teachers’ Perceptions towards Teacher-
Student Interaction in EFL Classes”. The purpose of this study student are 
able to acquire the target language through various forms of interactions such 
as interactions between teachers and the whole class, between teachers and 
groups of students, and between teachers and individuals. According the 
result, this study revealed that the majority of participants had positive 
perceptions of teacher-student interactions that took place in non-departmental 
English classrooms at colleges and universities in Vietnam. In addition, this 
study found that teachers vs. whole classrooms were the most common type of 
teacher-student interaction in the classroom. 
The similarities between those journal above with this research is 
discusses about teacher student interaction on EFL class. On the contrary, the 
differences is in those journal above, the first journal discusses about speaking 
class, and the second journal discusses about Communication Accommodation 
Theory Perspective, and the third discusses about teacher perception about 
teacher student interaction in EFL class, meanwhile in this study only 





B. Review of Related Theories 
The researcher presents some theories, definition from some other theories 
that appropriate with this chapter. The researcher also expects to give the 
readers understandable to this research project, especially about the teacher 
student interaction on EFL class. 
1. Interaction 
a. The Description of Interaction 
As stated by (H.Douglas Brown, 2000), interaction is an important 
word for language teachers. In the era of communicative language 
teaching, interaction is, in fact, the heart of communication; it is what 
communication is all about. We send a message, we receive them, we 
interpret them in a context we negotiate meanings, and we collaborate to 
accomplish certain process. And after several decades of research on 
teaching and learning languages, we have discovered that the best way to 
learn to interact is through interaction itself. 
Interaction is the collaborative exchange of thoughts, feelings, or ideas 
between two or more people, resulting in a reciprocal effect on each other. 
Theories of communicative competence emphasize the importance of 
interaction as human beings use language in various contexts to 
“negotiate” meaning, or simply stated, to get an idea out of once person’s  
head into the head of another person and vice versa. From the very 





 As stated by (Verplaetse, 2000) as cited in (김명희, 2009), 
the role of interaction has been largely discussed in two ways: as 
a source of input and output that can be understood. First, it is 
claimed that interaction provides an opportunity for students to 
negotiate and build meaning when communicative interference 
occurs. As stated by (Swain, 1985) as cited in (김명희, 2009), 
explain the role of interaction in relation to language output. He 
claims that interactions provide students with many 
opportunities to produce outputs in the target language, to pay 
attention to their current language problems, to make and test 
hypotheses about language, and to make meta linguistic 
reflections. 
As stated by (김명희, 2009), In other words, the importance of 
interaction is recognized because it can increase opportunities 
for negotiation of meaning, which should facilitate better 





and negotiation of meaning are considered as the most 
important in language learning. On the other hand, the socio 
cultural theory framework focuses on the dynamic and 





b. Type of Interaction 
As stated by (Moore, 1989), there are three types of interaction : 
1. Learner-Content Interaction 
 The first type of interaction is the interaction between learner and 
the content or subject of research. This is a characteristic of education. 
Without it there will be no education, because it is a process of 
interacting intellectually with content that results in changes in the 
student's understanding, student's perspective, or cognitive structure of 





 The oldest form of distance teaching that aims to facilitate 
interaction with content is didactic text. In medieval times, almost all 
texts were intended to teach, not just to provide information, and 
certainly not to entertain. In the nineteenth century the use of print for 
teaching was developed by the discovery of a home study guide that 
accompanied the text, giving an explanation of it and the direction for 
its learning. In more recent times students have interacted with 
broadcast content on radio and television programs, and with 
electronic recordings on audio cassettes, video recordings, and 
computer software. Interactive videodisc is the most sophisticated 
form of didactic interaction so far. Some learning programs are only 
interactive content. They are one-way communication with subject 
matter experts (sometimes assisted by instructional designers), 
intended to help students who are far away in their studies of the 
subject. No other professional teaching skills are provided, and 
learning is largely self-directed. 
2. Learner-Instructor Interaction 
 The second type of interaction - which is considered important by 
many educators, and which is highly desired by many learners - is the 
interaction between learners and experts who prepare the subject 
matter, or other experts who act as instructors. In this interaction, the 
distance instructor strives to achieve a shared goal with all other 





programs to be taught, they try to stimulate or at least maintain student 
interest in what is taught, to motivate students to learn, to enhance and 
maintain student interest, including self-direction and self-motivation. 
Then the instructor makes a presentation - or makes them made. This 
might be an information presentation, demonstration of skills, or 
modeling certain attitudes and values. The instructor next tries to 
organize the student's application of what is being learned, either the 
practice of the skills that have been demonstrated, or the manipulation 
of the information and ideas that have been presented. The instructor 
organizes evaluations to ascertain whether students are progressing, 
and to help decide whether to change the strategy. Finally, the 
instructor provides advice, support, and encouragement to each 
student, even though the level and nature of this support varies 
according to the level of education of students, the personality and 
philosophy of the teacher, and other factors.  
The frequency and intensity of teacher influence on students when 
there are student-teacher interaction is much greater than when there is 
only student content interaction. In preparing instructions for student 
content interaction, educators can design written and recorded material 
that aims to motivate, make presentations, facilitate application, 
evaluate, and even provide affective support for students. However, the 
lack of feedback from individual students for educators makes this 





responsibility for maintaining motivation, for interacting with 
presentations, for analyzing application success, and for diagnosing 
difficulties in students themselves, requiring a high level of student 
autonomy.  
Where interaction between students and teachers is made possible 
through correspondence or teleconference, the student is under the 
influence of a professional instructor and is able to utilize professional 
experience to interact with content in the most effective way for certain 
individual students. The advantages of long-known correspondence 
instructions are their respective characteristics. When the 
correspondence instructor sits with a set of student papers, there is no 
class; instead, the instructor engages in dialogue with each individual, 
perhaps paying attention to aspects of motivation with one student and 
for explanation of misunderstanding with others. While students and 
their instructors attend public presentations (usually in sets of texts, but 
it is very possible on audio or video recordings), each student's 
response to the presentation is different, so each student's response is 
different. For some misunderstandings explained, for others 
elaboration is given, to others simplification; for one analogy to be 
drawn, for other supplementary readings it is recommended. 
The Instructor is very valuable in responding to students' new 
knowledge applications. Whatever self-directed learners can do alone 





vulnerable at the point of application. They do not know enough about 
the subject to ensure that they 1) apply it correctly, 2) apply it as 
intensively or as broadly as possible or desired, or 3) be aware of all 
potential areas of application. For reality testing and feedback possible 
interactions with the instructor can be the most valuable. 
3. Learner-Learner Interaction 
This is the interaction between learners, between one learner and 
another learner, alone or in a group setting, with or without the 
instructor's real-time presence. Through the history of education, 
education classes or groups are more often organized reasons that have 
nothing to do with the needs of students. Currently many classes are 
held because class is the only form of organization that is known by 
most teachers and because in the short term - although not usually long 
term - it is the cheapest way to convey stimulation, presentation, 
application, teaching evaluation. And student support. However, the 
interaction of learners between class members or other groups is 
sometimes an invaluable source of learning, and sometimes even 
important. 
2. Classroom Interaction 
As stated by (Sundari, 2017) In the classroom, the relationship 
between teacher and student is asymmetrical. When interacting throughout 





expected to have competence in managing classes to encourage student 
participation to foster the development of their spoken language. This 
research also found sociolinguistic environment, such as student needs, 
cultural aspects, linguistic aspects, and psychological aspects can influence 
language development. Likewise, other elements - content, motivation, 
understanding, production, negotiation - might provide conditions for 
encouraging the development of foreign languages. Classroom interaction 
involves the teacher and students as people who interact in using the target 
language. In the classroom, communication is largely initiated and 
managed by teachers. They, as key holders of classroom communication, 
play an important role in managing class participation and stimulating 
student language production. Their perspective regarding language class 
practices needs to be found to understand what actually happens in the 
class. 
Interaction in the classroom is largely initiated by the teacher 
through oral communication. Combining the first language and the target 
language, the teacher gives direction, presents material, asks questions, 
presents grammatical material, and corrects students' mistakes. This is 
called the practice of verbal interaction. Not only the verbal dimension, 
interaction also involves eye contact, facial expressions, and gestures as 
non-verbal dimensions. To manage unexpected situations and disruptive 
behavior, teachers sometimes warn and motivate students as pedagogical 





the practice of personal interaction in building relationships. Most teachers 
believe that students, as early language learners, still need time to improve 
their language skills, especially production. They think the main purpose 
of their learning is to give a positive first impression to learn English and 
prepare students for the exam. They believe students understand what the 
teachers are teaching even though they are not sufficient enough to 
produce spoken language. A set of belief systems felt by teachers can 
influence their preferences in the practice of interaction in the classroom. 
1. Teacher Students Interaction 
As stated by (Study, n.d.) One of the most common problems faced 
by EFL teachers is passive classes, where students tend to avoid 
interactions with teachers. In many cases, students who are unresponsive 
always almost frustrate the teacher's efforts to have effective interactions 
in the classroom such as asking questions to the class as a whole, hoping 
for at least one student to respond. This can be a frustrating experience for 
both parties. Clearly, there will be times when students cannot answer the 
teacher's questions, but often students do not answer even if they 
understand the question, know the answer, and are able to answer. In 
addition, students are often reluctant to provide feedback or ask questions 
to the teacher in front of the class. Thus the teacher gets a little verbal 
response. 
Teachers generally hope that students will be able to use the target 





communicative in their feedback. The teacher waits for students to ask 
questions, make comments or at least respond with nods and head shakes, 
with sounds of approval or sounds of understanding. In short, teachers 
want students to be reactive and proactive. However, what they usually get 
is that most class members sit looking straight ahead using facial 
expressions, body movements and minimal verbal speech. On the other 
hand, students generally anticipate their teacher to be able to explain and 
clarify difficult problems.  
They also await the correction of their teacher's mistakes. However, 
instead of receiving corrective feedback from the teacher, students find 
that it seems the teacher tends to let mistakes not be corrected. Without 
understanding each other's expectations, it is likely that problems will arise 
in the interaction of student teachers in the class. 
In addition, to analyze the teacher students interaction the researcher 
uses a theoretical by FLINT System according to by Moskowitz (1977, as 
cited in (Brown, 1994). The FLINT System have some types for 
observation in class, it’s helpful in developing interactive language 
teaching and to set a learning climate for interactive teaching. 
Table 1.1.Foreign Language Interaction Analysis (FLINT) system 
(adapted from Moskowitz (1977, as cited in (Brown, 1994) 
TEACHER TALK 





1. Deals with feelings: in a 
non-threatering way, 
accepting, discussing, 
referring to, or 
communicating 
understanding of past, 
present, or future feeling of 
students. 
2. Praise or euncourages: 
praising, complimenting, 
telling students why, what 
they have said or done is 
valued. Euncouraging 
students to continue, trying 
to give them confidence, 
confirming that answers are 
correct. 
3. Uses ideas of students: 
clarifying, using, 
interpreting, summarizing 
the ideas of students. The 
ideas must be rephrased by 
the teacher but still be 
1. Gives information: giving 
information, facts, opinion, 
or ideas: lecturing or asking 
thetorical questions. 
2. Gives directions: giving 
directions, requests, or 
commands that students are 
expected to follow; directing 
various drills; facilitating 
whole-class and small-group 
activity. 
3. Criticizez student behavior: 
rejecting the behavior of 
students; trying to change 
the non-acceptable behavior; 
communicating anger, 
displeasure, annoyance, 
dissatisfaction with what 
students are doing. 
4. Critizez students response: 
telling the students his or her 






recognized as being students 
contributions. 
4. Asks questions: asking 
questions to which the 
answers is anticipated. 
(Rhetorical questions are not 
included in this category.) 
communicating criticism, 
displeasure, annoyance, 







1. Student response, specific: responding to the teacher within a 
specific and limited range or available or previously practiced 
answers; reading aloud, dictation, and drills. 
2. Student response, open-ended: responding to the teacher with 
students’ own ideas, opinions, reactions, and feelings. Giving one 
from among many possible answers that have been previously 
practiced but from which students must now make a selection. 






4. Confusion: more than one person at a time talking, so the 
interaction cannot be recorded. Students calling out excitedly, eager 
to participate or respond, concerned with the task at hand. 
5. Laughter: laughing and giggling by the class, individuals, and or 
the teacher. 
6. Uses the native language: use of the native language by the teacher 
or the students 
7. Nonverbal: gestures or facial expressions by the teacher os the 
students that communicate without the use of words. This category 




a. Teacher talks 
As stated by (How To Teach.Pdf, n.d.) The way the teacher talks to 
students, the way they interact with them is one of the important 
teacher skills, but that does not require technical expertise. However, it 
requires the teacher to empathize with the person they are talking to. 
Their vocabulary is also generally more limited and attempts to make 
eye contact (and other forms of physical contact) are greater. They 





students are not the same as parents and children, this unconscious 
ability to 'harmonize' the language is a skill they have in common. 
Rough adjustments are unconscious simplifications by parents and 
teachers. No group sets out to get the right language level for the 
viewer. Instead, they depend on a general perception of what people 
who listen to them understand. Their empathy allows them to almost 
feel whether the level of language they use is appropriate for the 
intended audience. 
Experienced teachers roughly adjust the way of speaking to 
students as a matter of course. Newer teachers need to concentrate 
their focus on their students' understanding as benchmarks to measure 
their own speaking style in class. In addition to adapting their 
language, experienced teachers also use physical movements: 
movements, expressions, mime. it is almost second nature to show 
happiness and sadness, movement sequence and time, concepts (eg 
'heavy' and 'drunk') using this technique. They become part of the use 
of language teachers, especially with students at the lower levels. 
Examples: as stated by (Nisa, 2014) 
Dealing with feelings 
Transcription from the first meeting: 





Ss: "Waalaikumussalam Wr Wb" 
Q: "Good morning." 
Ss: "Good morning." 
Q: "How are you today?" 
Ss: "I'm fine, thanks, and you?" 
Q: “I'm fine, thank you. 
Interaction in the language class, especially in using “Deals with 
The category of student feelings is very important to strengthen the 
relationship between the teacher and students and also to break the ice 
because students feel nervous, especially when they first meet their 
teacher. In addition, the teacher seems to be aware that he needs to 
familiarize students with English expressions. 
Praise or encourage 
S: "So this is like a story." 
T: “Oh, okay. Please pay attention to the story, okay? " 
Ss: "Okay." 






This category is also important because it determines the relationship 
between teachers and students. In addition, praising and encouraging 
them will help them become more confident when they speak. 
However, teachers hardly use this category in teaching speaking. 
Using student ideas 
Transcription of the fourth meeting: 
T: “Okay. Five students appear in front of the class. First? 
S: (student raises his hand) "Anyone bring a marker?" 
Q: “Anyone brought a marker? Agus, maybe you can give you a hint 
before giving the game to your friend. " 
The teacher uses the students' ideas by translating the questions from 
the native language to the target language. It is assumed that the 
teacher tries to provide input to students when spoken by friends using 





Ask a question 
Transcription of the first meeting: 
Q: “I will check your attendance list, mention your name say attend. 
Who is present three times, you say three times. But if you are absent 
once, you are absent twice. Just be honest. Get all of you? " 
Ss: "Yes." 
In asking questions, the teacher often asks students about their 
understanding of the material and directions given by asking "Do you 
understand", "Understand everything?", And "Is it clear?". Asking 
students to use these phrases is not quite right because they just need a 
simple answer and a different answer, just by saying yes or no. 
However, if the teacher wants to check students' understanding, it is 
more appropriate to ask knowledge questions, for example "What did 
my explanation get?". This question strategy will create interactive 
learning as proposed by (Brown, 2001) as cited in (Nisa, 2014). 
Giving Information 
Transcription from the third meeting: 
Q: “Picture games are a way of making or showing students pictures to 
understand. This is relevant to enriching vocabulary. Here is one 
example. So, every child, every student, next, must find one game to 






The transcription reveals that in providing information, the teacher 
uses Indonesian so that students understand better submitted material 
and to avoid misunderstanding. Transcription of the fourth meeting: 
S: "I only got seven documents." 
T: "Paper. This is plural. " 
S: "Yes. Only seven papers. " 
This shows that the teacher tries to correct students' grammatical errors 
without using words or intonations that lead to criticism. 
Giving directions 
Transcription from the first meeting: 
T: “Please speak. Please count your number.  One two three four. Back 
be one, one, two, three, four. Start here. " 
Ss: [Students counting] 
This transcription tells about the direction the teacher gave to students 
when implementing group work speaking activities. This category of 
"giving direction" is commonly applied when the teacher acts as a 






Criticizing student behavior 
Transcription from the fourth observation: 
Q: I know beforehand that you didn't pay attention to the explanation. 
Attention, please." 
Ss: "Yes." 
This transcription reveals that the teacher tried to ask students to be 
quiet by saying "Please, pay attention." This is related to student 
behavior in the classroom. 
b. Student talks 
As stated by (Education & Program, 2013) Student talks are 
divided into four main exchanges: asking questions, making exchanges 
of talks, repeating, and answering the teacher or friend's questions. By 
asking questions, students will not only get answers to questions, but 
also learn how to construct their meaning. Meanwhile, with regard to 
the second exchange, creating student talks has good advantages. The 
advantage is that by creating conversation among students, they can 
gain knowledge and exchange information through interactions. For 
example, a student who is talking with his friends can exchange 
information about their experiences, their hobbies, and many others, as 





In general, the conclusions show that most teachers use student 
knowledge that encourages students to talk, and compliments / 
encourages students, corrects students' speech when they talk to them. 
Meanwhile, most students use the questions asked, make student 
conversations, repeat the teacher's conversation, and answer teacher or 
peer questions. 
2. Characteristics of Classroom Interaction 
As stated by (Li & Arshad et.al.,) as cited in (Rido & Sari, 2018) 
Interaction is a prominent pattern where teachers and students touch to 
share information and knowledge, especially in Indonesian language 
classrooms. This increases the effectiveness of the language teaching and 
learning process because there is involvement of two-way interactions and 
active participation between teachers and students in class activities. 
However, there are still concerns about the competence of English 
teachers, especially in Indonesia and Malaysia. A number of studies have 
found that the lack of competence of English teachers is a major problem 
in English classrooms. The concerns on the success of the teaching process 
lead to studies to explore and identify the characteristics of classroom 
interactions. As the whole ecosystem changes, teachers are required to 
overcome the latest trends and provide the best learning experience for 






3. The Description of EFL Class 
The EFL class is a place where different culture and interact. The 
class is to learn and teach English. As cultural begins, they can take into 
their class assumptions and value regarding what makes good teacher and 
good students. English as a foreign language (EFL) is used for non-native 
English speakers learning in a country where English is not commonly 
spoken. In the EFL class, teacher will teach the students how to learn and 
speak English as well as possible. 
In the EFL class, it is very important that a teacher knows about the 
backgrounds of the students and their English exposure as well as their 
personal motivation to learn English to make the most of class time and 
improve the English learning experience. The EFL class is an English 






Presented in this chapter, there are the approach and design of research, 
subject of the research, type of the data, data collecting technique, instrument of 
research, procedures of analyzing data, and technique of reporting data. 
A. Approach and Design of the Research 
In this study, the researcher applies a qualitative approach. The research 
method used in this study is descriptive analysis. The design of the research is 
descriptive qualitative. According to (Waliman, 2011) as cited in (Baha, 2016), 
descriptive analysis is concerned with describing the phenomenon of how we 
think something. He tries to examine the situation to describe the norm. 
Descriptive analysis explains what is there and tries to open the way to find new 
facts. This includes collecting data related to, products, people, individuals, events 
and situations and then organizing, tabulating, describing and describing the 
results. This research is more concerned with how or why something happened. 
Therefore, observation and survey tools are often used to collect data. The 
researcher collects the data through observation in the school and then comes up 
with a theory to account the data. And also the researcher looks for the hypothesis 
or theory which can explain the data collection.  
Based on the research title “An Analysis of Teacher-Student Interaction on 
EFL Class at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal in Academic Year 2019-2020”, this research 





B. Subject of the Research 
The researcher employes the simple random sampling technique, according to 
(Creswell, 2012) as cited in (Design, 1989), the researcher selects participants (or 
units, such as schools) for the sample so that each individual has the same 
probability to be chosen from the population. The purpose of simple random 
sampling is to select individual who serves as samples to represent from the 
population. This subject of this research is the teacher and the first and third 
graders. They are choosen because to know the right characteristics of interaction 
between teachers and students.   
C. Role of the Researcher 
The role of the researcher in this research is an observer, collector, analyst and 
reporter. Firstly, the researcher is an observer because the researcher observes the 
data by using direct and indirect observation. Direct means observing directly 
while indirect means by watching video of EFL Class at Ihsaniyah Junior High 
School Tegal in academic year 2020/2021 in order to get the data. After that, the 
researcher became a collector, therefore the researcher collects the data based on 
the observation and the data were analyzed by using FLINT (Foreign Language 
Interaction) system as developed by Moskowitz (1977, as cited in (Brown, 1994)). 
After that, the researcher became an analyst and the data were analyzed based on 
the journal and book. The last role is a reporter, the researcher reports the data of 
what the researcher has already observed. The researcher analyzes the data to get 





D. Type of Data 
Type of data that was analyzed in this research is a qualitative data, such as 
documentation and observation. The researcher observes the data by using direct 
and indirect observation. Direct is means observing directly while indirect means 
by watching video of EFL Class that was taken from Ihsaniyah Junior High 
School Tegal in academic year 2020/2021.  
E. Data Collecting Technique 
In collecting the data, the researcher used document analysis. According to 
(Amaral et al., 2013) documents analysis can be in the form of written or text-
based artifacts (text books, novels, journals, newspapers, e-mail messages, etc.) or 
unwritten notes (photos, audio tapes, video tapes, music shows, television political 
speeches, YouTube videos, etc).  
The researcher analyzed “Teacher Student Interaction on EFL Class” to 
collect the data which related with this research. To collects the data, the 
researcher runs observation through these steps as follows: 
1. Understanding the theory of classroom interaction. 
2. Direct observation in the class 
3. Indirect by watch the video that was taken from school. 
4. Understanding the video. 
5. Finding out and identifying all the words, phrases and sentences which 
containing teacher student interaction. 





F. Instrument of Research 
In this research, the researcher used instrument of research by analyzing the 
teacher student interaction by direct classroom observation and videos taken in the 
class of EFL Class at Ihsaniyah Junior High School Tegal in academic year 
2020/2021 
G. Procedures of Analyzing Data 
Before analyzing the data, the researcher already chooses a theory of the 
teacher student interaction from several journals through reading some literatures. 
In doing analysis the researcher uses procedures as follows: 
1. Data collection 
Through this step the researcher watches the video that was taken from 
school. 
2. Identification 
After collect the data the researcher identifies all the words, phrases and 
sentences which containing teacher student interaction. 
 
3. Classification 
The researcher classifies the data based on the teacher student interaction 
classification. 
4. Data analysis 
The method of data analysis is descriptive analysis. The researcher 





a. The researcher is direct observation in the class 
b. The researcher observes the data by using indirect observation by 
watching the video that was taken from school.  
c. The researcher watching and listen the video. 
d. The researcher identifies the data that contain of teacher student 
interaction in the transcript of the video. 
e. Make conclusion based on the analyzed data. 
H. Technique of Reporting Data 
The data have to be reported into a systematic design to give a meaningful 
description. In this study, the data compiled into a descriptive analysis and 






RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter presents research result and discussion. They are research 
findings and discussion of the data analysis.a 
A. Data Description 
This research was conducted at SMP Ihsaniyah during September to 
November. In addition, to get the data the researcher observed three teachers 
(Teacher 01, 02, and 03). Two of them had three meetings, only one 
conducted two meetings. To analyze the interaction, the instruments used were 
direct classroom observations and videos taken in the class. 
Since the research was conducted in during the pandemics era, there was a 
policy two devide the class into two groups, female and male groups. Teacher 
01 conducted three meetings on 16th of September 2020 and 17th of September 
2020 in 9G Class of females, 9G Class of males and 9H Class of females. 
Teaching learning in English has conducted offline in Class. Then, the 
researcher observed and recorded all of the teaching learning English directly 
in the Class. In the first meeting, teacher giving the topic introduction and the 
researcher observed the interaction between teacher and studens in the class. 
For the second meeting, the topic is simple present tense and the researcher 
observed how the teacher giving the material to the students and how the 
student’s response. For the last meeting from teacher 01, the topic is simple 






On November, there was another policy on conducting teaching learning 
processs. They used or implemented online learning class. Teacher 02 
conducted this online learning class for two meetings on 2nd of November 
2020 and 9th of November 2020 in 9A Class and 9 Class. Teaching learning 
has conducted online using Google Meet. Teaching learning English had 
begun an average for 1 hour. However, the researcher observed and recorded 
all of the teaching learning English directly at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal. In the 
first meeting, teacher giving the topic about the examination and the 
researcher observed the interaction between teacher and studens in the online 
class. For the second meeting, the teacher giving the exercise and give the 
explanation about the answers, then the researcher observed how the teacher 
giving the explanation to the students and how the student’s response. 
On the midlle of November, there was another policy on conducting 
teaching learning process. They used or implemented online and offline 
learning class. Teacher 03 conducted this online learning class on 5th of 
November 2020, 12th of November 2020 using Google Meet for two meetings 
and one teaching learning offline class on 26th of November 2020 for one 
meeting. Teaching learning English had begun an average for 1 hour. 
However, the researcher observed and recorded all of the teaching learning 
English directly at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal. In the first meeting, teacher giving 
the topic about the examination and the researcher observed the interaction 
between teacher and studens in the online class. For the second meeting, 





teacher giving the material to the students and how the student’s response. For 
the last meeting from teacher 01, the topic are date, time, introduction, 
schedule and greeting. Then the researcher observed how the teacher 
interaction with students. 
In addition, to analyze the teacher students interaction the researcher uses 
a theoretical by FLINT System according to by Moskowitz (1977, as cited in 
(Brown, 1994). The FLINT System have some types for observation in class, 
it’s helpful in developing interactive language teaching and to set a learning 
climate for interactive teaching. 
B. Research Result 
In this study, the researcher obtained the data through document analysis 
and direct observation in the class with the English teachers. The researcher 
made transcription of the teacher-students interaction that including the 
teacher and student talk. 
After analyzing and classifying the data, the researcher found that the 
fiveteen types of teacher and student talk based on FLINT System, in addition 
that four types of teacher student interaction were not found in the EFL class, 
such as criticizez student behavior, confusion, laughter, nonverbal. Besides, 
there are types found apart from the teacher student interaction based on the 
types of FLINT System. The type are deal with feelings, praise or encourages, 
uses ideas of students, asks questions, gives information, gives direction, 
critcizez student response, student response specific, student response open-





researcher analyse three teachers from SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal. The observation 
results were found: 
1. Result of  Teacher-student interaction (T01) 
The researcher observed three teachers, to analyze their talks based 
on theory FLINT System, for teacher 01 the result were figured out below: 
   
Figure 1.Result of the Teacher-Students Interaction Used by T01 
Description 
As shown from the figure above, it was found that 1% the used of 
Deal with Feelings (DF) as seen from the following example: 
T: “Good morning… How are you today?” 
Ss: Im fine thank you and you? 



















This sentence belongs to DF because the teacher seems to be aware that he 
needs to familiarize students with English expressions. From the transcript 
above, the teacher ask “are you healthy today?” and the students answer 
“Alhamdulillah”. It means students do not speak in English but they know 
the meaning. 
It was also found that 5% the used of Praise or Euncourage (PE) as seen 
from the following example: 
T: I was born on July 19th 1979 bererti Lahir tanggal berapa? 
July berarti apa? 
S: Juli 
T: Yes good juli, and then nineteen berarti berapa? 
S: Sembilan belas 
This sentence belongs to PE when the teachers hardly use this category in 
teaching speaking. From the transcript above, the teacher ask about month 
and student can answer exactly so the teacher giving praise ‘good’ because 
student can answer exactly. 
Furthermore, Uses Ideas of Student (IS) has a presentage 11% as seen 
from the following example: 
T: Okay! How to write date? You have to write the months first, 
whats month right now? 
S: September 
T: Okay! September, 16th or 60th.? 
S: 16th 







This sentence belongs to IS because the teacher used student’s idea to ask 
questions to the target language. It is assumed that the teacher tried to 
eleborate student’s idea about the topic. 
Next, Asks Questions (AQ) has a presentage 28% as seen from the 
following example: 
T: I hope you always be healthy. Okay good! And now one of you 
to help me, Can you help me please? 
S: Yes 
T: Can you help me please? Can you help me please? Do you know 
the meaning if I ask you to help me, you know the meaning? Whats 
the meaning, can you help me, artinya apa? Kalo saya tanya can 
you help me artinya apa? 
S: Membantu 
 
This sentence belongs to AQ because the teacher often asks students about 
their understanding of the material given by asking "can you help me?", 
“can you help me please?”. The teacher gives asks questions in one 
dialogue, it can make students bored. Thus, the teacher should mitigate her 
questions. 
Next is Give Information (GI) has a presentage 4% as seen from the 
following example: 
T: Help is membantu. Can you help me? Yes I can help you 
mam/miss.  If you ask your friend for the example you need some 
help, kalian butuh bantuan untuk minta tolong ambil itu ambil ini 
but you can say can you help me please? Yes of course, then you 
can say to your friend I want you to open the door or I want you to 







This sentence belongs to GI because it reveals that in giving information 
the teacher used Bahasa Indonesia in order to make students more 
understand about the materials delivered and to avoid misunderstanding. 
 And the last is Give Direction (GD) has a presentage 8% as seen from the 
following example: 
T: How to write the day? What day is the day? Today is 
Wednesday Okay. I want you to repeat after me! I want to read and 
then you have to repeat what I say. What day is the day? 
S: Today is Wednesday. 
This sentence belongs to GD because it tell about the teacher gives 
direction to the students, that they are have to repeat the teacher say, this 
type more high that Give information because the teacher often gives 
direction to students to do something that are expected to follow the 
teacher intructions. Teacher students interaction used by T01, it can be 
concluded that the type of Asks Questions has the highest presentage. 
Because during the learning activites, the teacher always asks questions to 
students it means that the teacher wants the students to be more active 









            
Figure 2.Result of the Teacher-Students Interaction Used by T01 
Description 
As shown from the figure above, it was found that 12% the used of 
Student Response Specific (SR-S) as seen from the following example: 
T: In the complete sentence what day is the day. Do you know 
complete? Lengkap. What day is the day? Today is Wednesday. 
Come on! What day is the day? 
S: Today is Wednesday 
T: Speak louder please! What day is the day? 
S: Today is Wednesday 
This sentence belongs to SR-S because students responding to the teacher 
within a specific response that they repeat the teacher’s talks and speak 
louder such as speaking drills activities. 
It was also found 22% the used of Student Response Open-Ended (SR-
OE) as seen from the following example: 

















T: What kind of music? 
S: Love story 
This sentence belongs to SR-OE because it reveals that student responding 
to the teacher with students’ own ideas or feelings. 
And then, 8% the used of Native Language as seen from the following 
example: 
T: Can you help me please? Can you help me please? Do you 
know the meaning if I ask you to help me, you know the meaning? 
Whats the meaning, can you help me, artinya apa? Kalo saya 
tanya can you help me artinya apa? 
S: membantu 
This sentence belongs to NL because it reveals that student responding to 
the teacher with the native language because they do not know the 
meaning and also less vocabularies. Teacher students interaction used by 
T01, it can be concluded that the type of Student Response Open-Ended 
has the highest presentage. Because the students frequently giving their 
own ideas, opinion, reaction, and feelings. It means that they are more 
active during learning activities, because they always response the 
teacher’s talks. 
2. Result of  Teacher-student interaction (T02) 







Figure 3.Result of the Teacher-Students Interaction Used by T02 
Description 
As shown from the figure above, it was found that 4% the used of 
Praise or Euncourage (PE) as seen from the following example: 
T: The synonym of intention, [kata kata yang menyatakan tujuan 
selain intention apalagi?] 
S: Purpose 
T: Okay, purpose [terus apalagi yaa? Ada] intention, purpose? 
S: Goal 
T: Good, [pinter. Apalagi?] 
S: Aim 
This sentence belongs to PE because teachers hardly use this category in 
teaching speaking. From the transcript above, the teacher asks to a student 
and he can answer well tews the teacher giving praise ‘very good’to 
motivate him. 
It was also found 6% the used of Uses Ideas of Student (IS) as seen from 
















 T: The synonym of intention, [kata kata yang menyatakan tujuan 
selain intention apalagi?] 
S: Purpose 
T: Okay, purpose [terus apalagi yaa? Ada] intention, purpose? 
S: Goal 
 
This sentence belongs to IS because the teacher uses student’s idea to ask 
questions to the target language. It is assumed that the teacher tried to 
eleborate student’s idea about the topic. 
Next, Asks Questions (AQ) has a presentage 34% as seen from the 
following example: 
T: Okay good, Congratulate daddy success. [Jingga, ini yang 
ngirim jingga. Kalo invite apa nak?] What’s the meaning of invite? 
S: Mengundang 
 
This sentence belongs to AQ because it reveals that the teacher asks 
questions to students about the materials. 
Next is Give Information (GI) has a presentage 10% as seen from the 
following example: 
T: Okay, good. What is the aim of the topic, what is the aim of the 
text, what is the goal, what is the purpose, what is the intention, 
what is the purpose. [Walaupun kita jarang ketemu yah,] miss 
dhani always proud [selalu bangga dengan santri dan selalu 
berfikir positif dengan santri. Bener bener] awesome, [luar biasa.] 
Okay, number four. [Tujuan dari text diatas adalah?] Ini kinds of 
greeting card yah . Greeting card [dalam bentuk teks. Nanti juga 
ada greeting dalam bentuk dialog. Ini apa? Tujuan dari teks diatas 
adalah? Apa tujuannya?]  Hallo? What’s your answer? 






This sentence belongs to GI because it reveals that the teacher giving 
explanation about the material. In addition, the teacher used Bahasa 
Indonesia in order to make students more understand about the materials. 
And the last is Give Direction has a presentage 4% as seen from the 
following example: 
T: Kita akan mendiskusikan from number four. Be honest student. 
[Yang miss dhani ambil nilainya dulu kelas 9D dan 9C, nanti akan 
miss dhani tanyakan nilainya berapa yaa. Tolong yang bisa 
menjawab,] if you want to try answer the question you can turn on 
your speaker, [yang lain bisa] turn off your speaker. You 
understand? Okay from number four, the intention of the text 
about. Intention, what is the meaning of intention yah, my beloved 
student? [Apa saja yaah selain intention kalo menyatakan tujuan?] 
The synonym of intention, [kata kata yang menyatakan tujuan 
selain intention apalagi?] 
S: Purpose 
 
This sentence belongs to GD because it reveals that the teacher giving 
direction about the material to do something. This types is not as many as 
Give information because the teacher often gives explanation about the 
material to students. Teacher students interaction used by T02, it can be 
concluded that the type of Asks Question has the highest presentage. 
Because during the learning activites, the teacher always asks questions to 
students it means that the teacher wants the students more active during 






Figure 4.Result of the Teacher-Students Interaction Used by T02 
Description 
As shown from the figure above, it was found that 25% the used of 
Student Response Specific (SR-S) as seen from the following example: 
T: Kalo spicy [apasih] spicy? Spicy [itu pedas. Kalo salty itu 
asin.] My beloved students, I actually wanna continue this 
exercise. I really really wanna give you many exercise to 
prepare PAS but I know about your kuota. [Tapi insya Allah 
untuk sesuatu yang positif semoga rejekinya bertambah yaa. 
Oke dari kelas 9D dulu. Miss dhani mau tau] your score, how 
many numbers you are wrong and how many numbers you are 
true. [Aby setiawan hadir hari ini? Okay Rifandi, Gaada. 
Saeful Aziz? Dafa Rayhan? Dafa betul berapa Dafa?] How 
many numbers you are true? 
S: Five numbers 
T: Oh, five numbers. [Elfata, betul berapa?] 
S: Five 
 
This sentence belongs to SR-S because it tells that student responding to 















It was also found 8% the used of Student Response Open-Ended (SR-OE) 
as seen from the following example: 
T: Okay number six beginning, what is the synonym of 
beginning? [Apa persamaannya?] 
S: Starting 
 
This sentence belongs to SR-OE because it tells that student responding to 
the teacher with his opinion based on his own ideas. 
And then, Silence (S) has a presentage 5% as seen from the following 
example: 
T: Lanjut 23-25 ini yang miss dhani kasih tugas kalian.] How to 
make traditional drink. Di nomer 23 dan 25 tentang traditional 
drink. [Nah ini dialog bentuknya.] For example, Hi rudi what are 
you drinking now? Apa yang sedang kamu minum sekarang?. I am 
drinking wedang ungu. How to make wedang ungu?. Itu adalah 
percakapan. Nah itu tersurat, kalo tersurat ada dipercakapan lagi. 
[Nomer berikutnya adalah 26-28 masih procedure. Jadi pas ini 
level kesulitannya diturunkan sekali karena kalian kan tidak full 
tatap muka. So we decrease the quality of exercises. 26-28 yaitu] 
how to make modern drink. [Tapi bukan bentuk teks atau dialog 
tapi rumpang. Rumpang itu kalimat kosong yang diisi jawaban. 
29-32 adalah]  how to make west food. 
S: Silent (The students are giving full attentions to miss dhani) 
This sentence belongs to S because it reveals that students are silents after 
the teacher give explanation, it means that the students give full attention 






The last is Native language has a presentage 6% as seen from the 
following example: 
T: What’s the meaning of invite? 
S: Mengundang 
 
This sentence belongs to NL because it reveals that student responding to 
the teacher used the native language because of the teacher asks the 
meaning of the word in Bahasa Indonesia it happens when students 
responding to the teacher used native language because they do not know 
the meaning or how to speak in English. Teacher students interaction used 
by T02, it can be concluded that the type of Student Response Specific has 
the highest presentage. Because the students frequently responding to the 
teacher with a specific response and limited range, it means that the 
students only listens the teacher talk not giving their opinions or reaction 
during the learning activities. 
3. Result of  Teacher-student interaction (T03) 






Figure 5.Result of the Teacher-Students Interaction Used by T03 
Description 
As shown from the figure above, it was found that 5% the used of 
Praise or Euncourage (PE) as seen from the following example: 
T: How about you mas, [tanggal 22 februari?] (Choosing a student 
to answer) 
S: twenty second of February 
T: Good. 
This sentence belongs to PE because it reveals that the teacher ask to 
student and he can answer exactly so the teacher giving praise ‘good’ 
because student can answer exactly. 
It was also found 3% the used of Uses Ideas of Student (IS) as seen from 



















 T: Nah, gratitude [adalah] saying thank you. [Yang ada kata 
terimakasihnya adalah] gratitude. Kalo ada kata I’m sorry 
adalah? 
S: Apologizing 
T: okay Apologizing 
 
This sentence belongs to IS because it tells that the teacher used ideas of 
students to clarifying that his answer is correct. 
Next, Asks Questions (AQ) has a presentage 29% as seen from the 
following example: 
 T: Can you answer this? Nine fifteen [Berati jam?] 
S: a quarter past nine. 
 
This sentence belongs to AQ because it reveals that the teacher asks to 
students about the materials. 
Next is Give Information (GI) has a presentage 12% as seen from the 
following example: 
T: [Okay miss ikfi akan jelaskan sekali lagi. So, for telling time ada 
dua style. American style and british style. Yang mudah adalah 
American style]  
Because say six thirty. But, in british style [kita harus ingat tentang 
a half 30 menit, a quarter 15 menit, Past means lebih. To means  
kurang.]   
S: Silent [ Giving tegir full attention to the teacher] 
This sentence belongs to GI because it reveals that the teacher giving 
explanation about the material. In addition, the teacher used Bahasa 





And then is Give Direction has a presentage 8% as seen from the 
following example: 
T: Okay, kita silang. Yang jawab A dan B salah. JAdi kemungkinan 
ada C dan D nih. Sekarang kita liat. Kalo jam 8 belakangnya 15 
berati a quarter.] A half is 30 right? 15 [berati a quarter. Jadi 
jawabannya D.] A quarter to eight. Do you understand? 
S: Yes 
 
This sentence belongs to GD because it reveals that the teacher giving 
direction that students are expected to follow teacher’s instructions. 
The last is Criticizez Student Response (CSR) has a presentage 1% as seen 
from the following example: 
T: Okay now, where the dialogue take place?  [Kira kira dimana?]  
----------------------- The teacher is writing on the white board -------
------------- 
Guru: Okay, where the dialogue take place?  [Kalo ada kayak gitu 
berati dimana?] 
S: Di kelas 
T: Are you sure in the class? [Kalo kamu jawab kelas salah. Nih 
liat Ani]:  
The bell rings, [yuk masuk kelas. Berati dimana? Udah masuk 
kelas belum?] 
S: [Belum, Diluar kelas] 
T: [Kalo diluar kelas namanya apa?] 
S: School 
T: Good. 
This sentence belongs to CSR because it reveals that the teacher criticizes 
about student response and the teacher tells to the student about student’s 
response that it is false and the teacher giving the clue based on the right 





response and the teacher tells to the student about student’s response that it 
is false. Teacher students interaction used by T03, it can be concluded that 
the type of Asks Question has the highest presentage. Because during the 
learning activites, the teacher always asks questions to students it means 
that the teacher want the students more active during the learning activities 
 
Figure 6.Result of the Teacher-Students Interaction Used by T03 
Description 
As shown from the figure above, it was found that 3% the used of 
Student Response Specific (SR-S) as seen from the following example: 
T: Can you answer this? Nine fifteen [Berati jam?] 
S: a quarter past nine. 
T: a quarter past nine katanya. How about you? 
















This sentence belongs to SR-S because it tells that students responding to 
the teacher with a limited range of available or previously practiced 
answer. 
It was also found 21% the used of Student Response Open-Ended (SR-
OE) as seen from the following example: 
T: [kalo di Indonesia itu kan 19.20 yaa. Kalo british style 
Twenty past seven in the morning ini yang atas. Kalo yang 
bawah twenty past seven apa maksudnya?] Evening apa night? 
S: Night 
T: Evening. [Jadi twenty past seven at night atau twenty past 
seven pm. Jadi gaada itu twenty past nineteen. Itu ala 
Indonesia. Jadi tetep seven aja. Cuma bedanya] this time in the 
morning or am. Seven twenty am. Atau seven twenty pm. You 
understand? 
S: Yes 
This sentence belongs to SR-OE because it tells that students responding 
to the teacher with his own ideas. The students give one from among many 
possible answers that has been previously practiced. 
And then, Silence (S) has a presentage 5% as seen from the following 
example: 
T: The next topic is about introduction. What is introduction? 
Anyone know? 
S: Silent (They are thinking about the answer) 
 
This sentence belongs to S because it reveals that students are silent when 






And the last is Native language has a presentage 14% as seen from the 
following example: 
T: Don’t forget [kalo disini belasana pakenya teen kalo here ty. 
13 thirteen, 30 thirty kalo teen itu berati  belasan.] These are 
question for you. Number one 2 february, number two 24 
august. 
S: Soal miss? 
T: Iya. Soal ditulis dijawab. 
 
This sentence belongs to NL because it tells that student responding to 
teacher explanation used native language, it means that he does not know 
how to speak in English. It happened when students responding to the 
teacher used native language because they do not know the meaning or 
how to speak in English. Teacher students interaction used by T03, it can 
be concluded that the type of Student Response Open-Ended has the 
highest presentage. Because the students frequently giving their own ideas, 
opinion, reaction, and feelings. It means that they are more active during 












In discussion, there are several things that can be discussed. It will be 
arranged based on the result of research problem. In this research, there are 
two research problems. First, the teacher-students interaction on EFL class at 
SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal. Second, the implementation of the types of teacher-
student interaction on EFL class at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal. 
Based on the research problem above, the research result showed that the 
types of teacher talk used by English teachers are Deal with Feelings, Praise or 
Euncourages, Uses Ideas of Students, Asks Questions, Give Information, Give 
Direction and Criticizez Student Behaviour & Response. While for the 
students talk are Student Response-Specific, Student Response Open-Ended, 
Silence, Confusion, Laughter, Uses the Native Language and Nonverbal. In 
addition, the researcher did not find the types of Criticizez Student Behaviour, 
Confusion, Laughter and Nonverbal from the teacher-students interaction 
during teaching learning processes in offline or online class. 
Firstly, from the fiveteen types of tacher-students interaction, for the 
English talk ‘asks questions’ and ‘uses ideas of students’ is the most dominant 
types in the offline or online  EFL class. Based on Figure 1 ‘asks questions’ 
and ‘uses ideas of students’ gaining it occupies a high presentage of 28% and 
11%, while for the student talk ‘Student Response Open-Ended’ and   
‘Student Response-Specifics’ is the most dominant types in the offline or 
online  EFL class. Based on Figure 2, ‘student response open-ended’ and 





this case, it meants that the teacher is using the types to make a student more 
active to speak during learning processes, and from the students talk, it 
conclude that student response to the teacher with their opinion and their own 
ideas. 
Secondly, it same that the most dominant types from the teacher-students 
interaction is ‘asks questions’ but it different because in the second teacher the 
researcher find the types ‘give information’ after ‘asks questions’ while in the 
first teacher ‘uses idea of students’ is high presentage than ‘give information’. 
Based on the Figure 3, ‘asks questions’ and ‘give information’ gaining it 
occupies a high presentage of 34% and 10%. While for the students talk, 
‘Student Response-Specifics’ and ‘Student Response Open-Ended’ is the most 
dominant types. Based on Figure 4, gaining it occupies a high presentage 25% 
and 8% it is opposite of the teacher 01. In this case, it meants that the teacher 
02 want to explain more about the material to make students more understand. 
But the student only give the response with limited range, it meants that 
students not active and only listening the teacher‘s explanation. 
Third, the most dominant types are ‘asks questions’ and ‘give information’ 
it same with teacher 02. Based on the Figure 5, ‘asks questions’ and ‘give 
information’ gaining it occupies a high presentage of 29% and 12%, while for 
the student talk ‘Student Response Open-Ended’ and   ‘Student Response-
Specifics’ is the most dominant types, it same with teacher 01. Based on 
Figure 6, ‘student response open-ended’ and ‘student response-specifics’ 





teacher 03 using the types to make a student more active to speak during 
learning processes, and from the students talk, it conclude that student 
response to the teacher with their opinion and their own ideas, it meants that 
student active respons the teacher in the class. Based on the result of the 
invention, the types of teacher-students interaction is relevant to FLINT 
system as developed by Moskowitz (1977, as cited in (Brown, 1994)). 
From the discussion above, it can be concluded that the types of teacher-
students interaction in the FLINT System were not all applied by teacher and 
students during learning processes. In addition the type of ‘Asks Question’ 
from the teacher talk and ‘Student Response Open-Ended’ from the student 
talk has the highest presentage, it meants that the teacher wants to check 
students’s understanding, more active and be brave to speak especially 
speaking English and it will create the interactive learning, this is in 
accordance with what was conveyed by (Brown, 2001) as cited in (Nisa, 
2014). From that the teacher strategy, students response to the teacher with 
their opinion and their own ideas and also they are more active during learning 
processes. In addition, the types that appear above it can help to overcome the 
problems of the teacher-students interaction in learning activities in EFL class. 
The implications of this types of teacher and students interaction, it can make 






CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 This chapter consists of conclusion and suggestion. Conclusion from the 
Teacher-Students Interaction on EFL Class at SMP Ihsaniyah Tegal and also 
present the suggestion for the readers. 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the research result and discussion in the previous chapter 
above, the researcher finds that not all the the types of Teacher-students 
interaction by using FLINT system are used by teacher and students in 
EFL class. The researcher only found two dominant types appears and 
relevant with FLINT system, namely asks questions for the English talk 
and students response open-ended for the student talk gaining or 
commonly.  
In addition, the findings revealed that during interaction in the EFL 
class, the teacher tended to act as facilitator which facilitated students to 
speak and more active and a resource providing information needed by 
students. In addition, the students had more opportunity to speak and 
interact in EFL class by giving some responses to the teachers talks. 







Based on the findings of the study, it is recommended to the English 
teacher to motivate students to speak and interact using the target language 
(English) during learning activities, to praise them for what they have done for 
building up their confidence, and to encourage them to interact by applying 
question strategies which are able to develop their communicative 
competence. Thus, for the other researcher, it is expected to conduct research 
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Appendix 5. Transcript of Teacher-Students Interaction of  EFL Class 
 
1. Teacher 1 
 
Table 1.1 
TS Interaction Result using FLINT System 






STUDENT TALK TEACHER TALK 
              INDIRECT INFLUENCE DIRECT INFLUENCE 
SR-S SR-OE S C L NL NV DF PE IS AQ GI GD CSB CSR 
  (MEETING 1)                                   
T 
Good morning 
How are you today 
1               1     1           
S 
Im fine thank you and 
you? 1                               
T 
I’m fine too 
Are u healthy today? 2 
              1     1           
S Alhamdulillah 1                               
T 
I hope you always be 
healthy 
Okay good! And now one 
of you to help me, 
Can you help me please?  
2 
                    1           






Can you help me please? 
 
Can you help me please? 
Do you know the meaning 
if I ask you to help me, 
you know the meaning? 
Whats the meaning,  can 
you help me, artinya apa? 
Kalo saya tanya can you 
help me artinya apa? 
4 
                    1           
S Membantu   1       1                     
T 
Okay very good! 
Membantu. Bisakah 
membantu saya? Can you 
help me? 
5 
                    1           
S Yes 1                               
T 
I want you to erase the 
whiteboard, can you? 
Come on! 
How so smart!!! 
6 
                        1       
S Yes 1                               
T 
Help is membantu,. Can 
you help me? Yes I can 
help you mam/miss.  If 
you ask your friend for the 
example you need some 
help,  kalian butuh bantuan 
untuk minta tolong ambil 
itu ambil ini but you can 
say can you help me 
please?  
Yes of course, then you 
can say to your friend I 
want you to open the door 
or I want you to close the 
7 





door.  Okay do you 
understand? 
S Yes 1                               
T 
Okay good! 
Today I want to ask you,  
what day is the day? 8                     1           
S Wednesday   1                             
T 
Please answer and speak 
louder!! 
What day is the day???!! 9                     1           
S Wednesday                                 
T 
In the complete sentence 
what day is the day. Do 
you know complete? 
Lengkap. What day is the 
day? 
Today is Wednesday 
Come on! What day is the 
day? 
10 
                    1           
S Today is Wednesday 1                               
T 
Speak louder please! What 
day is the day? 11                     1           
S Today is Wednesday 1                               
T 
Once more! Speak louder! 
What day is the day? 12                     1           






And then I want to ask 
you, what date is the day?  
Can you write how to 
write what date is the day, 
I want you to write down! 
How to write what date is 
the day?  Please 
 
I like my student to come 
forward to in front of class 
because 
I want you to fight 
covid19, we have to many 
works many exercise jadi 
harus banyak belohraga  
dan bergerak in order to 
fight covid19. You know?? 
makanya saya kalo ngajar I 
really like to others student 
to come forward, by come 
forward you can do an 
exercise, do you know 
exercise? Exercise adalah 
olahraga. Okay! Very 
good! 
 
(approaching student who 
write in front of class) 
what date is the day? okay!  
Very good!  
 
You know date? 
Date and day are different.  
Day is hari, date is tanggal. 
 
How do ypu write?? Like 
13 






You can write down. 
Ditulisnya seperti ini 
persis. bedanya what date. 
you can write down again.  
What date, d-a-t-e. okay! 
Good! and the answer. 
Today is…. 
 
Okay! How to write date? 
You have to write the 
months first, whats month 
right now? 
S September   1                             
T 
Okay! September, 16th or 
60th. 14                   1             
S 16th     1                             
T okay 16th, it is true??                       1           
S [Silent]                                   
T 
It is False, salah. Letak 
salahnya dimana?  15                     1       1   
S Day   1                             
T 
Hari . whats the meaning 
of hari? 16                   1 1           
S Day                                 
T 
How to write the day? 
What day is the day? 
Today is Wednesday 
 
Okay. I want you to repeat 
after me! 
I want to read and then you 
have to repeat what I say 
17 





What day is the day? 
S Today is Wednesday 1                               
T What date is the day? 
18 
                    1           
S 
Today is September 16th 
2020   1                             
T 
I will read once more you 
have to speak louder! 
What day is the day? 19 
                    1   1       
S Today is Wednesday 1                               
T What date is the day? 
20 
                    1           
S 
Today is September 16th 
2020 1                               
T 
Once more 
What day is the day? 21                     1   1       
S Today is Wednesday 1                               
T What date is the day? 
22 
                    1           
S 
Today is September 16th 
2020 1                               
T 
Okay good enough, thank 
you 
Can you say 
duaribuduapuluh in 
English? How do you say 
2020 in english? 
23 






Two thousand and 
twenty.   1                             
T 
Once more!  
Two thousand and twenty. 
Today is September 16th 
2020, come on! 
Today is September 16th 
2020, 
Okay caranya gitu ya, jadi 
kalo 2000 pakenya two 
thousand and 
Jadi kalau 2003 apa? 
 








                        1       







two thousand and nineteen 
2017? 
 Two thousand and 
seventeen. 
 
Okay good! For example I 
was born on July 19th 






I was born on July 19th 
1979 bererti Lahir tanggal 
berapa? 
 
July berarti apa? 
25 
                  1 1           
S Juli   1       1                     
T 
Yes good juli, and then 
nineteen berarti berapa? 26                 1   1           
S Sembilan belas   1       1                     
T 
Nineteen seventy nine 
bererti? 
27 
                    1           
S 
Seribu sembilanratus 








(teacher write down on 
whiteboard in front of 
class) 
 
I was born on July 19th 
1979 
Okay you have to read 
together, please!  
28 
                1       1       
S 
(read together) I was born 
on July 19th 1979 
 
point the whiteboard point 
the1980 1                               
T 
I want to ask you when 
were you born? In 
English 29                     1   1       
S 
I was born November 
27th 2005 1                               
T 
I want you to prepare how 
to say your birth day in 
English, kamu lahirnya 
tanggal berapa nanti saya 
Tanya pakai bahasa 
inggris. 
 
(teacher asking student one 
by one) 
 
ya I can differentiate 
between student who like 
speak english and 
whodoesn’t like to speak 
English. Ada bedanya ya. 
jadi kalu biasa praktek 
30 





inggris itu is very 
different, from the 
pronounciation. How to 
pronounce you know 
pronounApa itu pronoun? 
Pengucapan.nya berbeda.  
 
Dan how to pronounce it, 
how to make English 
better? Biar bahasa 
inggrisnya bagus harus 
gimana? 
You always practice, don’t 
be shame to make some 
mistakes.  
 You can practice by 
listening reading for the 
example you like to read 
magazines, novel. Etc  
You try to read, 
Kalo ada tulisan bahasa 
inggris ditulis, for the 
example you find 
newspaper, dibaca, dibaca 
dengan keras.you have to 
speak louder! Jangan 
dalam hati 
 Nanti lama lama akan 
terbiasa dg ucapan bahasa 
inggris. Okay! 
 
And then You can try to 
listen from the music or 
western music. Do you 






S Yes 1                               
T What kind of music? 
31 
                                
S Love story   1                             
T 
Please give the example, 
can you give the 
example? 32                     1   1       
S 
(the student sang the 
songs)                                 
T wait, whats the title? 
33 
                    1           
S Love story 1                               
T And then the singer? 
34 
                    1           
S Taylor swift   1                             
T 
Oh I see okay, can you try 
to sing in front of your 
friend. Come on! 1, 2, 3,  
come on! Coba nyanyikan 
aja. Sing! 
35 
                        1       
S 
(the student continue to 
sang the song)                                 
T 
 wait, wait. I think it is 
better for you to come 
forward here. Your voice 
is very good.  Come on! 
Please give the example to 
your friend. Come 
forward.  
 
Gak jauh gapapa open the 
mask. Yang keras ya 
suaranya. 
Come on, 1, 2,3. 
36 
                        1       
S 
(the student sang the 






okay, give applause to 
your friend! 
This is the one of  the 
western song. Is it 
interesting for you?? 
Manarik ya? 
Okay, English is very 
interesting. English is so 
easy, is not difficult.  You 
can love English through 
the song, bisa mencintai 
bahasa inggris pertama 
melalui lagu its okay 
gapapa.  This is my 
experience when I was in 
junior high school. The 
first time I really like 
English because one of the 
western song from 
Michael Jackson. Saya 
dulu pertama kali seneng 
bahasa inggris  mulainya 
dari lagunya Michael 
Jackson. The title is heal 
the world.  
Kalian belum lahir ya? 
Nanti dicari dulu lah ya 
Judul lagunya heal the 
world, ya? Okay good! 
You can listening to the 
western song. And then 
you can translate the 
meaning of the song. Arti 
dari lagunya itu apa dicari.  
Awal mulanya dari situ 
dulu gapapa. Jadi you will 
37 





not learn English without 
love English. Do you 
understand? 
 From listening to the 
western song its okay. Dari 
awal mulanya 
mendengarkan lagu barat 
juga gapapa. Nanti you can 
try to watch news from the 
tv or youtube. About 
condition of Jakarta or 
about Indonesian condition 
right now. 
Kaya misalnya kondisi 
tetntang Jakarta atau 
Indonesia. 
 
Any question so far?  
S No                                 
T 
Jelas ya? 
Please open the book. Page 
7. It is about recount text.  
 
On the page 7 I want to try 
to read. Im so sorry if 
English lesson I often 
speak use English, saya 
akan lebih sering 
menggunakan bahasa 
inggris. When you meet 
me, on the way class, in 
the canteen, in the mosque 
you have to speak to me in 
English.  I always ask you 
using English.  
 
38 





(the teacher read the 
passage and the student 
following the teacher) 
 
okay, can you discuss what 
does it mean? Ini 
membicarakan tentang 
pengalaman liburan. Nanti 
bisa kita for the next 
lesson. Ya? 
Because the time is over. 
Okay? Enough. For your 
homework, you have to 
underline the hard 
meaning for you. Digaris 
bawahi kata kata yang 
kamu belum ketahui 
artinya. And then you have 
to look for it. Nanti kita 
diskusikan untuk di next 
meeting. Do you 
understand? 
S Yes 1                               
                                      
  (MEETING 2)                                   
T How are you today? 
1 
              1     1           
Ss I'm fine 1                               
T Are you healthy today? 
2 
              1     1           
Ss Yah… Alhamdulillah 1                               
T 
I want help you, can you 
help me? 3                     1           
Ss Yes 1                               





want you help me?”? can 
you help me? I’ll help you, 
yes 
Ss Yes 1                               
T 
I want one of my students 
clean on the whiteboard 
please, what about riza, 
can you clean the 
whiteboard please? 
5 
                        1       
Ss Yes 1                               
T 
Okay, today I’d like to 
teach you an English 
features, I want to ask you 
and first about the day and 
the day, about time. I want 
to ask you “what are you 
know what day is today, 
what day is today what is 
the meaning what day is 
today (sekarang hari apa?) 
6 
                        1       
S Hari rabu   1       1                     
T 
in English, can you say 
Rabu in English? Today 
is? Nama-nama hari pun 
tidak ingat. Today is 
Wednesday, can you write 
down how to write “what 
day is today”? nulisnya 
bagaimana, what day is 
today. 
You have to memorize 
because the days in a 
week, Sunday Monday 
Tuesday Wednesday and 
then Friday & Saturday. 
7 





Okay good, (what day 
istoday) is it true? Is it 
right? Right? 
Ss Yes 1                               
T 
yah its true, and then what 
about the answer, can you 
answer this question 
please? Jawabannya apa 
(today is Wednesday) 
come on. What day is 
today and then you answer 
today is Wednesday, come 
on come forward and write 
down. Okay next I want to 
ask you what date is today. 
Date the date (artinya apa 
the date?) 
9 
                    1           
Ss Tanggal   1       1                     
T 
tanggal, berarti sekarang 
tanggal? 10                     1           
Ss 16   1       1                     
T 
iya. You have to write 
down first about the month 
(bulannya dulu, bulannya 
apa?) 
11 
                    1   1       
Ss September   1       1                     
T 
September, can you write 
down (what date is today) 
come on? 
The song the name of the 
day, you like singing? 
12 
                    1           
Ss Yes                                 





Ss Menyanyi   1       1                     
T what is song? 
14 
                    1           
Ss Music   1                             
T song? Song is? 
15 
                    1           
Ss Lagu   1       1                     
T kalo music? 
16 
                    1           
Ss musik   1       1                     
T 
okay good yah sit down 
please. 
This is the question we 
usually use the simple 
present (gunakan simple 
present karna sudah suatu 
kebiasaan atau sehari-hari 
biasa kita lakukan) daily 
activities you’re 
understand yah daily 
activities (yang biasa 
kalian kerjakan sehari-hari, 
misalnya apa aja mulai 
dari) wake up in the 
morning, I get up in the 
morning (bangun pagi) 
and then have a breakfast 
(kira-kira apa aja yang 
biasa kita lakukan sehari-
hari coba sebutkan satu-
satu: bangun pagi, terus 
apalagi? Sarapan) how 
dou you say “sarapan” in 
English? Having a 
breakfast and then go to 
17 





school  , how do you go to 
school ( terus apalagi?) 
7how many hours dou you 
study? (berapa jam kamu 
belajar sehari-hari itu juga 
menggunakan simple 
present yah daily 
activities) I want to ask 
you about daily activites 
(saya akan Tanya) one by 
one ( satu per satu 
tentang kegiatan sehari-
hari kamu dalam bahasa 
inggris) you have to 
prepare about the answer 
(harus dijelaskan secara 
detail). 
You first, what time you 
get up every day? 
S saya bangun   1       1                     
T 
In English I don’t want 
you speak up in Indonesia 
come on, I get up… 18                   1             
S 
I get up at 4 o’clock every 
day   1                             
T 
okay. You, how do you go 
to school? 19                     1           
S I go to school by bicycle   1                             
T 
okay very good.  
what time you get up 
every day? I get up… 
20 
                1   1   1       
S 
I get up at 5 o’clock every 






okay good, next I want to 
ask you what time you 
have breakfast every day? 
I have a breakfast at… at 
six o’clock? 
21 
                1   1           
S hmm… setengah 6   1       1                     
T 
how do you say setengah 6 
in English? A half past? A 
half past setengah 
melewati 5 setengah 6 
berarti a half past 5? 
22 
                    1           
S a half past five   1                             
T 
okay very good. This is 
about the daily activities 
and the I want to ask you 
how do you go to school 
every day? 
23 
                1   1           
S I go to school by…   1                             
T 
by motorcycle, bicycle, a 
car 24                   1             
S by motorcycle   1                             
T 
motorcycle okay very 
good. One more question, 
how many types do you 
always read a  book in a 
day?  
How many times (berapa 
kali membaca buku 
seminggu?) three/two or? 
25 
                1   1           
S Three   1                             
T 
three types you read a 
book. What kind of book 
do you read? (bacaannya 
bukunya apa?) 
26 





S Buku cerita   1       1                     
T 
buku cerita in English how 
do you say? Story? 27                     1           
S Story book   1                             
T 
story book okay good. 
Okay please when you are 
answer my questions in 
English, you have to pay 
attention what the 
vocabulary, you will not 
answer correctly but you 
haven’t or atau you don’t 
have vocabulary, you will 
difficultly to answer my 
question (yah akan sangat 
susah menjawab 
pertanyaan). 
Okay I will explain about 
simple present (saya akan 
jelaskan tentang simple 
present yah, penggunaan 
simple present untuk apa? 
Menjelaskan/menyatakan 
kegiatann yang biasa 
dilakukan sehari-hari, ada 
yang menggunakan to be 
ada yang menggunakan 
kata kerja, saya jelaskan 
dulu yang menggunakan 
to be. 
S+to be + N (kata benda) 
the example of subject 
(coba subject contohnya 
apa aja, dalam bahasa 
28 





Indonesia ada yah saya, 
kamu, mereka, kami. 
Dalam bahasa inggrisnya 
coba apa aja? 
S I   1                             
T I (terus apalagi?) 
29 
                  1 1           
S You   1                             
T You (terus apalagi?) 
30 
                  1 1           
S they, we   1                             
T (terus apalagi?) 
31 
                    1           
S she   1                             
T 
she very good (terus) it (ini 
semua adalah subject, 
kemudian to be. To be 
emang misalnya apa? 
Is,am,are itu adalah to be 
paham yah dingat-ingat. Is 
untuk subjek apa aja? 
We,she,it itu pakenya is 
misalnya dia seorang 
petani bahasa inggrisnya 
apa dia laki-laki bahasa 
ingrisnya apa  
(he) to be nya apa? 
32 
                1   1   1       
S he is   1                             
T seorang petani 
33 
                  1             
S a farmer   1                             
T 
pake subjek he kemudian 
is a farmer. Sekaramg kalo 
subjeknya saya ganti 
“they” they artinya apa 
34 






S mereka   1       1                     
T 
mereka to be nya pake “is” 
atau “are”? 35                     1           
S are   1                             
T 
pakenya “are”. Mereka 
adalah siswa, bahasa 
inggrisnya apa? They are? 36                   1 1           
S they are students   1                             
T 
they are student, siswanya 
berarti jumlahnya satu atau 
banyak? Kalo mereka? 
Berarti? 
37 
                  1             
S banyak   1       1                     
T 
kalo siswanya banyak 
menggunakan s atau 
tidak? Students yah “they 
are students” sampe sini 
paham? 
 Is it clear for you? Paham 
yah? 
38 
                  1 1 1         
S Paham 1         1                     
T 
okay sekarang kalau 
misalkan dia bukan 
seorang petani coba 
bahasa inggrisnya apa “dia 
bukan seorang petani” 
 iya iya tinggal 
ditambahkan “not” saja 
berarti “he is not a 
farmer” kemudian mereka 
bukan siswa bahasa 
inggrisnya apa?  
39 






S Not students   1                             
T 
they are not students. 
Paham yah, nah sekarang 
kalo kalimat Tanya 
gampang sekali tinggal 
dibalik, to be nya dulu 
didepan “to be” kemudian 
“S” + “N”. are they 
students?  
Apakah mereka siswa? 
Paham yah gampang yah 
coba saya sekarang akan 
membuat I wan to make 
several sentence and then 
you have to translate into 
Indonesia (saya bikin 
kalimat dulu dalam bahasa 
inggris kamu terjemahkan 
ke dalam bahasa 
Indonesia habis itu)  
after that you have to 
translate from indonesia 
sentence into English 
okay. 
I want to ask you “saya 
seorang siswa” how do 
you say in English?  
Menggunakan rumus yang 
tadi “saya” bahasa 
inggrisnya? 
40 
                    1 1         
S I   1                             
T 
I okay good, “to be” nya 
pakenya apa? Is/am/are? 
41 





S are   1                             
T 
I kalo “I” pakenya apa? 
Kalo “I” to be nya pakenya 
“am” “saya seorang siswa” 
coba bahasa inggrisnya 
apa? “I am…” 
42 
                  1 1           
S I am a students   1                             
T saya seorang guru 
42 
                  1             
S I am a teacher   1                             
T 
paham yah kalau 
subjeknya “I” menggunkan 
to be “am” you’re 
understand? 
43 
                    1           
Ss Yes 1                               
T 
very good 
Sekarang “dia (laki-laki) 
seorang tukang kayu” 
44 
                1               
S he is   1                             
T 
he is okay very good he to 
be nya “is” very good he is 
harpenter?  45                 1 1 1           
S he is a harpenter   1                             
T dia (laki-laki) seorang pilot 
46 
                  1             
S he is a pilot                                 
T 
mereka subjeknya ganti 
mereka? 47                     1           
S they are a pilot                                 
T 











pramugari” ada yang bisa? 
S she is   1                             
T you’re understand? 
49 
                    1           
Ss Yes 1                               
                                      
  (MEETING 3)                                   
T 
September 17 2020 okay 
very good. And now you 
have to open the book 
page 7 (halaman 7 
sebelum ke materi). I just 
want to check your 
vocabulary (sebelum ke 
materi saya mau ngecek 
vocabulary kamu).  
 For example: Kira-kira ini 
kata apa? Sebutkan satu 
huruf yang kalo misalkan 
sudah bisa nyambung jadi 
satu kata dan bisa 
diartikan, yang artinya (ini 
gampang banget pasti 
langsung ketebak). 
1 
                        1       
Ss Swimming   1                             
T 
Iya seperti itu. Kalo ini 
terlalu mudah sekarang 
saya kasih yang agak sulit 
yang artinya kesempatan, 
ada yang tau artinya? 
bahasa Inggrisnya ada 





satu-satu boleh sebutkan 
satu huruf dulu bareng-
bareng ini. 
S kamus keh kamus                                   
T 
Don’t see the dictionary 
jangan pake kamus. 
Jangan liat kamus dulu.                           1       
S Eh, jangan liat kamus woy.             1                     
T 
Jangan liat kamus dulu, 
intinya saja dulu yang ada 
di otak kamu. Coba 
sebutkan huruf apa saja. 
Cepet. Hurry up, bebas. 
3 
                                
S G                                 
T 
Apa?G
. Gada gak? Kalo gak ada 
saya taroh sini, apa lagi 4                     1           
S A miss A   1                             
T Ada, apa lagi 
5 
                                
S B   1                             
S Opportunity. 
6 
  1                             
T 
Okay good Opportunity. 
Very good. Artinya apa 
tadi?                 1   1           
Ss Kesempatan           1                     
T 
Ingat yah. Your 
vocabulary is very good. 
Now page 7. I just want to 
read for you. Have you got 
it the book? 
7 
                    1           






Udah siap yah saya baca 
dulu. 
 (reading) Disini banyak 
yang menjelaskannya 
menggunakan simple past 
tense yah. You know 
simple past tense?. 
 I want you to clean the 
white board please. 
8 
                    1   1       
Ss Yes 1                               
T 
Simple past tense yah is 
very popular jadi tenses 
yang digunakan untuk 
menyatakan pekerjaan 
yang telah dikerjakan bisa 
menggunakan To Be bisa 
menggunakan kata kerja.  
Misalnya disini ada kata 
“Yesterday I was one of 
the best dance in my life”  
coba mas dibaca dulu 
paragraph pertama.                         1         
S (reading)                           1       
T 
Okay good. (the next 
paragraph) You (choose 
other student).                                   
S (reading)                                   
T 
Okay, bentar yah saya tulis 
dulu. Dulu udah pernah 
belajar simple past tense 
yah. 
 Tenses ini yang digunakan 
untuk menyatakan 
9 





kegiatan yang telah 
dilakukan di masa lampau 
dan kalau simple present 
kan To Be nya (is, am, are) 
paham yah. Tapi kalo 
simple past tense “is” 
berubah menjadi “was”, 
“am” juga “was” 
S Was   1                             
T 
Kalo “are” menjadi?  
“were” paham yah sampe 
sini yah do you 
understand? 
10 
                                
S Yah 1         1                     
T 
yah very good.  
 Saya contohkan didepan, 
misalkan she….. masih 
inget ngga? 
 To Be is itu untuk subjek 
apa saja? 
11 
                1   1           
S She he it.   1                             
T 
Kemudian kalo “am” untuk 
subjek apa? Untuk subjek 
“I” hanya satu. 
 Saya yang menggunakan 
“am” yaitu “I”. Kemudian 
“are” untuk subjek? 
12 
                    1           
S They we you.   1                             
T 
Paham yah, ini simple 
present tense. Tapi karena 
disini lampau, jadi kalian 
menggunakannya was. 
Sampe sini paham? Do you 
13 






S Yes 1                               
T 
Karena disini lampau jadi 
disini pake was juga. Jadi 
karena lampau jadi bukan 
“are” lagi tetapi were. 
Sampe sini paham? Do you 
understand?  
14 
                    1 1         
S Yes 1                               
T 
Yeah very good! 
 Misal dia itu dulunya 
seorang perawat tapi 
sekarang jadi ibu rumah 
tangga. Berarti “she” To 
Be nya apa? 
15 
                1   1           
S Was 1                               
T 
She was a nurse two years 
ago. Dua tahun yang lalu 
misal ini. Berarti sekarang 
masih jadi perawat ngga? 
16 
                    1           
S Ngga           1                     
T 
Sudah enggak ya sudah 
jadi housewife, do you 
know housewife? 17                   1 1           
S Ibu rumah tangga.   1       1                     
T 
Terus misalnya lagi karena 
sekarang sudah bekerja 
sudah tidak jadi siswa 
berarti misalkan mereka 
dulunya siswa.  
Coba bahasa inggrisnya 
apa. Mereka bahasa 
inggrisnya apa?. 
18 





S They   1                             
T 
They, To Be nya 
menggunakan apa? They 
were, mereka dulunya 
siswa, siswa bahasa 
inggrisnya apa?. 
19 
                  1 1           
S Student   1                             
T 
They were students, 
karena siswanya lebih dari 
satu jadi “students”.  
They were students last 
year. Sampe sini paham 
ya? 1 kalimat lagi.  
Ada yang mau kasih 
contoh? Coba mas? Give 
me one example. 
Kata kerja boleh kata sifat 
boleh. 
20 
                    1 1         
S 
She was a teacher 3 years 
ago.   1                             
T 
Oya 
bagus! Artinya apa tadi? 
21 
                1   1           
S 
Dia seorang guru 3 tahun 
yang lalu.   1                            
T 
Nah sekarang, kalau pola 
kalimat negatifnya 
bagaimana?  
Tinggal ditambahkan “not” 
ya….. 
 S + To Be + not + noun 
 Ga cuma kata benda, kata 
sifat boleh. Yang tadinya 
she was a nurse 3 years 
ago, menjadi? 
22 





S Was not.   1                             
T 
She was not a nurse 3 
years ago. 
 Kalo ini menjadi? (Point 
the other sentence) 
23 
                  1             
S They were not.   1                             
T 
Okay, they were not. 
Betul! They were not a 
students last year. Kalo 
ini? (Point the other 
sentence) 
24 
                  1 1           
S She was not 1                               
T 
Okay good! She wasn’t a 
teacher 3 years ago. 
 Okay, thank you very 
much for your attention, 
see you!  
And I hope you always be 
healthy. 
 Wassalamualaikum wr.wb  
25 
                1               
S Waalaikumsakam wr.wb                                 
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To enter or to 
continue your study to 
senior high school, 
[untuk melanjutkan ke 
tingkat SMA miss 
dhani akan kasih nilai 
8O untuk kalian yang 
hadir pada hari ini. 
Jadi,] please be 
honest. Don’t cheat to 
your friend . [Gausah 
nyontek temannya.] It 
is unnecessary, [tidak 
diperlukan.] Do it by 
yourself, stay at home. 
Maybe you can open 
your dictionary. 
[Jangan pake cara 
tidak jujur. Ketika 
kamu membaca kisi 






yourself  [jika mapel 
lain tapi kalo Bahasa 
inggris] without 
guiding your teacher 
[kalian tidak bisa 
membacanya sendiri 
manfaat petunjuk dari 
guru. Okay persiapkan 
buku tulis kalian,]  
prepare your book and 
your pen, siapkan 
buku tulis dan pen 
kalian. Tomorrow, 
buku yang kemaren 
dikumpulkan you 
have to take it. harus 
diambil. Keep In your 
mind, keep in your 
heart kalian masih 
santri HIS yang harus 
tetap disiplin. Untuk 
mempersingkat waktu 
kalian langsung tulis 
saja yaa. 
S 
(Students are listening 
the teacher’s 
explanation)       1                           
T 
Nomer satu, nomer 
dua, nomer tiga kasih 
tanda panah aka nada 
dialog berupa ucapan 
selamat. Pada nomer 3 
ada synonym atau 
persamaan kata. Pada 





tentang dialog tentang 
harapan/hope yang 
sudah miss dhani 
ajarkan. 7,8,9 masih 
tentang dialog hope/ 
expectation. 1O,11,12 
tentang greeting card 
yaitu berupa text. 
Bedanya kalo tadi 
short dialog ini text 
ya. Greeting card tapi 
berupa text, text 
bacaan tapi temanya 
greeting card. 
13,14,15 masih 
greeting card tapi 
bertemakan makna 
tersirat.] What is the 
differences [tersirat 
dan tersurat?  
S 
Silent (The students 
are thinking about the 
differences between 
tersirat and tersurat)                                   
T 
Diingat ingat ya nak. 
Kalo tersurat itu 
jawabannya ada 
dibacaan, misalnya] 
who send the card? 
[Siapa yang mengirim 
kartu. Jawabannya 
missal ani budi disitu 
tertulis jelas atau] who 
is receiver of the text. 
[Soal ini ikutnya LOT 





skiil. Jadi ga mikir 
berat. Tapi kalo 
tersirat itu jawabannya 
menyimpulkan 
sendiri. Jawabannya 
tidak ada dibacaan 
jadi harus berfikir 
lebih. Lanjut,  
16,17,18 kalian tulis 
dialog singkat. Ini 
tentang procedure tapi 
berupa dialog. Apa sih 
miss dialog procedure 
itu? Kita memang 
belum sempat bertatap 
muka ya nak untuk 
menjelaskan 
procedure ini 
Contohnya] Hi Abi 
what are you doing? I 
am having breakfast. 
Terus what’s your 
menu for breakfast, 
[apa menu kamu 
untuk breakfast?.] I 
eat breakfast with eat 
fried rice, saya makan 
pagi dengan nasi 
goreng. Did you make 
it by yourself? 
[Apakah kamu bikin 
sendiri Abi?] Of 
course I make it. I 
want to show you how 
to make a fried rice, 





kamu bagaimana cara 
membuat nasi goreng. 
First, bla bla bla. Nah 
itu namanya dialog 
procedure test.  
S 
Silent (Students are 
taking notes of what 




tersurat dari dialog 
tersebut. Inget tersurat 
itu ada di jawaban. 
Misalnya,] How many 
steps in how to make 
fried rice? [Ada 
berapa stepnya. Nah 
itu kalian hitung. Atau 
soalnya] what will you 
do after frying the 
egg. [Apa yang akan 
kamu lakukan setelah 
menggoreng telur] 
atau what will you do 
before cutting the 
onion, [apa yang 
kamu lakukan 
sebelum memotong 
bawang. Itu berate ada 
1 





di dialog tersebut. Ini 
gampang banget jadi 
harus dijawab dengan 
benar. Berikutnya 
nomer 19-22 ini bukan 
dialog lagi tapi teks 
tentang procedure. Di 
semester satu ini teks 
yang panjang hanya 
procedure saja. 
Bentuknya teks bukan 
dialog lagi jadi agak 
panjang. Kali ini 
soalnya tentang] how 
to make cake, 
[bagaimana cara 
membuat kue. Kalo 
ada pertanyaan 
jawabannya ada di 
bacaan semua. Kalian 
tulisannya liat nak? 
Hallo 
S Iya miss 1         1                     
T 
Jangan bobok ya. 
Nanti miss dhani 
jelaskan kalian malah 
tidur.                                   
S 
Silent (The students 
are giving full 
attentions to miss 
dhani)       1                           
T 
Lanjut 23-25 ini yang 
miss dhani kasih tugas 
kalian.] How to make 
traditional drink. Di 






drink. [Nah ini dialog 
bentuknya.] For 
example, Hi rudi what 
are you drinking now? 
Apa yang sedang 
kamu minum 
sekarang?. I am 
drinking wedang 
ungu. How to make 
wedang ungu?. Itu 
adalah percakapan. 




adalah 26-28 masih 
procedure. Jadi pas ini 
level kesulitannya 
diturunkan sekali 
karena kalian kan 
tidak full tatap muka. 
So we decrease the 
quality of exercises. 
26-28 yaitu] how to 
make modern drink. 
[Tapi bukan bentuk 
teks atau dialog tapi 
rumpang. Rumpang 
itu kalimat kosong 
yang diisi jawaban. 
29-32 adalah]  how to 
make west food.  
S 
Silent (The students 
are giving full 









orang barat. Misalnya 
spageti, keluarnya 
pertanyaan tersurat 
tersirat sesuai bacaan. 
Tersurat ada dibacaan 
tersirat itu 
menyimpulkan 
sendiri. 33-36 tentang] 




sesuatu. Biasanya tu 
kalo beli barang baru 
ada work booknya. 
Nah itu. 37-40] how to 
operate mobile phone 
[bagaimana 
mengoprasikan mobile 
phone. Ada soal 
synonym,] misalnya 
Abi comes to sofi’s 
house. This house 
refers to? Yang digaris 
bawahi this. Nah 
thisnya itu  siapa? sofi                         1         
S 
Silent (The students 
are giving full 
attentions to miss 
dhani)       1                           
T 
Contoh lagi, Abi gives 
his flower to venda. It 
is beautiful flower. 
2 





The word it refers to 
flower. [Jadi it itu 
menggantikan rose 
bukan venda. Hadi 
tidak tidur ya di? 
S Engga miss           1                     
T 
Untuk essay 1-5 wajib 
diisi ya nak. Apapun 
jawabannya. Karena 
essay pun salah dapet 
nilai. Essay no 1 dan 2 
tentang dialog yang 
sama tentang harapan. 
3,4,5  tentang resep 
makanan,] how to 
make cake.  
[Meskipun ngantuk 
tolong ditulis, entah 
itu procedure hape, 
elektronik, dll. Nilai] 
pas will influence 
whether you fail or 
pass. Kamu lulus atau 
tidak dari nilai PAS 
karena tidak ada ujian 
nasional. Gimana 
sudah liat wajahnya 
miss dhani lagi? 
3 
                        1       
S Udah miss           1                     
                                      
  (MEETING 2)                                   
T 
Today, I’ll give you a 
test. [Hari ini miss 
dhani akan 





test] dan I’ll tick your 
score dan [Miss Dhani 
akan ambil nilainya. 
Karena kita sudh lama 
daftar isinya Miss 
Dhani sampe kosong 
karena miss dhani 
jarang ambil nilai 
karena kita ga pernah 
ketemu yaa.] We 
never meet each other. 
So, today I’ll give you 
a test and the exercise 
will be occur in PAS. 
[Soal yang Miss dhani 
bagikan hari ini akan 
muncul di PAS 
besok.] PAS will be 
started insya Allah on 
19 november. [Tes 
nya secara offline yaa 
bukan online] jadi 
pake hard copy. 
Prepare your book, 
pen, and dictionary. 
[Siapkan buku, 
pulpen, dan kamus.] 
I’ll give you five 
numbers, five 
numbers. [Jadi saya 
akan memberikan 5 
nomer 5 nomer] and 
we’ll discuss it. [Kita 
akan diskusikan 5 
nomer yang kalian 





yourself, be an honest 
student. Keep in your 
mind and be an honest 
student. [Kamu sudah 
hadir saja,] you join 
this meeting I will 
give you eight. 
[Kalian sudah hadir 
disini saja Miss Dhani 
kasih kalian 8.] 
Today, I will take 
your honesty thing 
[untuk melihat tingkat 
kejujuran kalian saja. 
Misal dikoreksi salah 
berapa ini? 
Jawabannya salah 
semua ya gapapa.] It 
doesn’t matter, I don’t 
care about your score. 
But I give you score 
based on your attitude. 
Do you hear my voice 
clearly, nak? [Jelas 
kan ya? Tadi miss 
dhani intinya apa? 
Menjelaskan secara 
jujur. Iya betul.] How 
many numbers you get 
[kalian harus 
ngomong jujur.] We 









number four. Be 
honest student. [Yang 
miss dhani ambil 
nilainya dulu kelas 9D 
dan 9C, nanti akan 
miss dhani tanyakan 
nilainya berapa yaa. 
Tolong yang bisa 
menjawab,] if you 
want to try answer the 
question you can turn 
on your speaker, 
[yang lain bisa] turn 
off your speaker. You 
understand? Okay 
from number four, the 
intention of the text 
about. Intention, what 
is the meaning of 
intention yah, my 
beloved student? [Apa 
saja yaah selain 
intention kalo 
menyatakan tujuan?] 
The synonym of 
intention, [kata kata 
yang menyatakan 
tujuan selain intention 
apalagi?] 
3 
                    1 1 1       
S Purpose   1                             
T 
Okay, purpose [terus 
apalagi yaa? Ada] 
intention, purpose? 4                   1 1           







Apalagi?] 5                 1 1 1           
S Aim.    1                             
T 
Okay, good. What is 
the aim of the topic, 
what is the aim of the 
text, what is the goal, 
what is the purpose, 
what is the intention, 
what is the purpose. 
[Walaupun kita jarang 
ketemu yah,] miss 
dhani always proud 
[selalu bangga dengan 
santri dan selalu 
berfikir positif dengan 
santri. Bener bener] 
awesome, [luar biasa.] 
Okay, number four. 
[Tujuan dari text 
diatas adalah?] Ini 
kinds of greeting card 
yah . Greeting card 
[dalam bentuk teks. 
Nanti juga ada 
greeting dalam bentuk 
dialog. Ini apa? 
Tujuan dari teks diatas 
adalah? Apa 
tujuannya?]  Hallo? 
What’s your answer?  
6 
                1   1 1         
S 
Congratulate daddy 




success. [Jingga, ini 
7 





yang ngirim jingga. 
Kalo invite apa nak?] 
What’s the meaning of 
invite? 
S [Mengundang,]    1       1                     
T [kalo inform?]  
8 
                    1           
S [Memberitahukan]   1       1                     
T 
[Iya, kelas 9C dan 9D 
Miss dhani harap 
kalian juga] 
confidence to say 
something. [Jawaban 
nomer] 4 is D. 
Congratulate daddy 
success. Number five, 
what does deddy 
done? [Apa yang 
sudah dilakukan oleh] 
deddy?  
9 
                   1           
Ss D                                 
T 
Oh my god, [kok D 
sayang. Yang sudah 
dilakukan Deddy ini 
lho. Yang mana 
jawabannya? A or D? 
Jawabannya A dong. 
Kan yang telah 
dilakukan Deddy, nah 
itu lulus dalam ujian.] 
Okay number six 










S Starting   1                             
T 
[Apa? Starting. Iyaa.. 
Okay nomer 7 gimana 
nomer 7 what is the 
topic? 
11 
                  1 1           
Ss B 1                               
T 
Seven B, [yaa betul… 
Number 8 berapa 
banyak barang barang 
yang digunakan?] 
Eight or nine? 
12 
                1 1 1           
Ss 8 1                 1 1           
T 
Eight or nine? Eight 
iya, okay lanjut 
number nine. The 
similar meaning to 
[punya persamaan 
dengan? Hot. Hot itu 
apasih?]  
13 
                                
Ss [Panas]   1       1                     
T 
Kalo spicy [apasih] 
spicy? Spicy [itu 
pedas. Kalo salty itu 
asin.] My beloved 
students, I actually 
wanna continue this 
exercise. I really 
really wanna give you 
many exercise to 
prepare PAS but I 
know about your 
kuota. [Tapi insya 
Allah untuk sesuatu 
yang positif semoga 
rejekinya bertambah 
14 





yaa. Oke dari kelas 9D 
dulu. Miss dhani mau 
tau] your score, how 
many numbers you are 
wrong and how many 
numbers you are true. 
[Aby setiawan hadir 
hari ini? Okay 
Rifandi, Gaada. Saeful 
Aziz? Dafa Rayhan? 
Dafa betul berapa 
Dafa?] How many 
numbers you are true? 
S Five Numbers   1                             
T 
Oh, five numbers. 
[Elfata, betul berapa?] 15                   1 1           
S Five 1                               
T 
Fajar, is there fajar 
here? [Oh gaada Fajar. 
Galang? Tadi 
kayaknya ada Galang] 
16 
                    1           
S Three 1                               
T 
Okay, Wildan Afandi. 
Is Wildan Here? 
Azmi? How many 
numbers Azmi?  
17 
                    1           




Dinda?] 18                     1           
S Two 1                               
T Okay. Dinda Winata? 
19 
                    1           





T Raisa Aulia? 
20 
                    1           
Ss Four 1                               
T Keysa? 
21 
                    1           
S Five 1                               
T 
Halma? Is there halma 
here? Melinda Febi 22                     1           
S Four 1                               
T Keysa? 
23 
                    1           
S Five 1                               
T 
Halma? Is there halma 
here? Melinda Febi 24                     1           




Nadia? How many 
Nadia? 
25 
                    1           
S Five 1                               
T 
 Nazwa Ata, show 
your face Atta… 
Berapa? Naila Elna? 
Zelvia? Is there any 
zelvia here? [Gaada 
yaa.] Okay 9C,  Aulia 
Dina?  
26 
                    1           
Ss Three 1                               
T 
Okay, three. Mana 
miss mau lihat. 
Okay… Nola..  27                     1           
S Five. 1                               
T 
Okay, Maulidia Rizki 
Finasih.. Gaada. Laila 
Najmi..  
28 





S Four 1                               
T Venda? 
29 
                    1           
S Six  1                               
T 
Fadillah Aulia 
[berapa?] 30                     1           
S Four 1                               
T 
Anjani, where is 
Anjani? Gaada.. 
Anggi Nova? 31                     1           
S Five 1                               
T 
Afri Luna Cahya 
berapa? 32                     1           
S Four 1                               
T 
Yafi? [Yafi baru 
gabung mengerjakan 
engga? Yafi berapa?] 
Show your face 
33 
                    1           
S Dua 1                               
T 
Wintama Zaki? 
Syauqi? Ada yang 
lihat syauqi? Rizki 
Ahmad Muhajirin? 
Where is Rizki 
Ahmad? 
34 
                    1           
Ss Three 1                               
T 
Okay Three. Malik? 
Hanif? [Hanif ga hadir 
lagi?] 35                     1           
Ss Hadir 1                               
T 
Eh hadir. Betul berapa 
Hanif? 36                     1           






[Betul dua, Fadil 
Mustafa? Betul berapa 
dil?] 37                     1           
S [Dua] 1                               
T 
[Dua, Aldo? Aldo ga 
pernah hadir nih. 
Nanti dibilangin yaa.. 
Rifat, where is RIfat? 
Gaada Rifat?] Okay 
my beloved students, I 
think is enough for 
studying English 
today. We will 
continue doing 
exercise to prepare 
[PAS  kita akan 
lanjutkan untuk 
mempersiapkan PAS] 
in classroom yaa. 
[Miss Dhani akan 
share di classroom dan 
kalian nanti langsung 
jawab di google 
classroom itu.]  Is 
there any question so 
far? [Tetaplah ajdi 
disiplin. Jadi Santri 
yang disiplin. Datang 
tempat waktu, iman 
islam terjaga, tetep 
jaga sholat lima 
waktunya.] Keep pray 
five times in a day. 
Nice to see you, see 
you next time. 
Wassalamualaikum.      
38 





Ss Waalaikumsalam.                                 
  TOTAL   26 9 5 0 0 6 0 0 4 6 36 11 3 0 1 106 
  
TOTAL DALAM 






3. Teacher 3 
Table 1.3 
TS Interaction Result using FLINT System 
                   
Speakers Sentences STEP 
TYPE   
STUDENT TALK TEACHER  TALK   
    INDIRECT INFLUENCE DIRECT INFLUENCE   
SR-S SR-OE S C L NL NV DF PE IS AQ GI GD CSB CSR   
  (MEETING 1)                                   
T 
Write on your book the blue 
print !] Kisi kisi number one 
you can write it on your 
book, first is  
about greeting. Hello, can 
you hear me? 
1 
                        1       
S [Apa tadi miss?]           1                     
T 
Greeting, Greeting is  
[sapaan].  
Have you write on your 
book? Okay, number two is 
about leave taking. Have 
you write it? Leave taking is 
[salam perpisahan.]  
Next, number three is about 
asking one direction, 
[menanyakan kondisi 
seseorang atau tanya kabar.] 
Okay, I will use Indonesian 
but I hope you can write 
quickly. 
 Number 3 [adalah 
2 





menanyakan kabar dan yang 
keempat adalah ucapan 
terimakasih. Yang ke 5 
adalah permintaan maaf.]   
So, today I’ve shared the 
blueprint to you all. Ini dia 
blue print nya. Can you hear 
my voice? Okay, this’s the 
blueprint. Can you see the 
blueprint. [Menayakan kabar 
seseorang itu seperti] “How 
Are You?”. Selain how are 
you apalagi? Ada yang bisa 
memberikan contoh lagi] 
how to ask one condition? 
S How do you do    1                             
T 
How do you do, it is good. 
An then? How is it going. 
Okay, next we talk about 
leave taking [yaitu 
menyatakan pamit.] Can you 
give  me the examples? 
3 
                1   1           
S Nice to meet you   1                             
T 
Nice to meet you okay, 
another one? Good bye, see 
you [itu masuk dalam leave 
taking yaa.] 
Next we talk about 
[ungkapan terimakasih] atau 
gratitude.  
Can you give me examples 
about gratitude, please? 
Gratitude [ucapan 
terimakasih gimana 
contohnya?] Number five 
disini adalah [tentang dialog 
4 





permintaan maaf.] So, it is 
about apologizing. Can you 
give me examples about 
apologizing?  
S Sorry   1                             
T 
Oka, very good. Okay, next, 
dialog [tentang perkenalan 
atau] introduction. Can you 
give me the  
example? 
Kalo introduction [tuh kayak 
apa contohnya?] What is the 




                1               
S Perkenalan   1       1                     
T 
[Nah, perkenalan. Kayak apa 
contohnya? Kayak Hello,] I 
am blab la bla, Hello, my 
name is blablabla., like that. 
Paham?  
6 
                    1           
S I was born in   1                             
T 
I was born in, that’s good. 
And you can tell your 
address, your school in your 
introduction.  
Di introduction [itu ga hanya 
nama yang disebutkan, tapi 
juga bisa menyebutkan 
sekolahnya, hobinya,] 
another. So, can you 
understand?  [Bisa 
dimengerti?]  
Okay, next, we will move to 
7 





this one, Family tree [atau 
diagram keluarga. Kemarin 
kita sudah belajar diagram 
keluarga. Coba sekarang] 
everyone open your book. 
S 
[Bukunya masih 
dikumpulin]           1                     
T 
[Yang bukunya masih 
dikumpulin siapa? Kalo 
engga yang bwa bisa bareng 
sama temennya dulu.  
You can open your book 
page sixty six. Okay, [sudah 
buka bukunya semua 
halaman 66?] 
On page 66, [dihalaman 66 
terdapat] vocabularies 
tentang family. [Ada 
beberapa kosakata tentang] 
family. 
 Have you read it? [Sudah 
dilihat dan sudah dibaca?] 
You can answer the 
vocabulary one by one. Let’s 
answer it together. [Yuk kita 
bahas sama sama,] Number 
one is about father. What is 
father?  
8 
                    1 1         
S Ayah   1       1                     
T 
Okay, That’s so easy right? 
Mother? 9                     1           






Next, brother? [Saudara laki 
laki. Yang perlu diingat 
saudara laki laki disini 
adalah saudara kandung. 
Jangan sampe maksudnya 
kamu adalah saudara 
sepupu. No ! itu masuknya 
kandung. Entah itu] older 
brother [kakak laki laki yang 
lebih tua atau] little brother, 
adek laki laki. Jadi bisa kaka 
atau adek  yaa. Okay, next. 
What about sister? What is 
sister?  
10 
                    1 1         
Ss [Saudara perempuan.]                                  
T 
Okay good. How about 
daughter? What did  you 
say? [Daughter? Daughter is 
anak perempuan.] 
I talk about daughter. 
Daughter yaa not Doctor. D-
a-u-g-h-t-e-r. After Daughter 
is son. What is the menaing 
of son?  
11 
  1                             
S [Matahari]   1       1                     
T 
Heyy… It’s no. We talk 
about family tree 12                             1   
S [Anak laki laki]   1       1                     
T 
Ya, Good. Anak laki laki. 
And now, we talk about 
Brother in Law.  
Tadi kan brother [artinya 
Saudara laki laki.] In law 
after brother means [ipar]. 
Jadi, Brother in law means 
13 





[kaka ipar]. [Tau gak ipar itu 
apa? Hello, Tau gak ipar itu 
apa? Ipar itu kalo kamu 
nikah sama orang, orang itu 
punya kakak. Kakaknya istri 
kamu atau kakaknya suami 
kamu akan menjadi ipar 
kamu. Bukan kakak kandung 
tapi kakak dari istri/suami 
kamu nanti.  
Okay, kalo tadi brother in 
law itu kakak ipar laki laki, 
how about sister in law?]  
Ss [Kakak ipar perempuan]   1       1                     
T 
That’s good. Bagus. We talk 
about father in law.  14                 1               
Ss [Ayah mertua]   1       1                     
T 
Okay, gaada [ayah ipar yaa. 
Adanya ayah mertua.]  Very 
good. So, Mother in law is… 15                     1           
Ss [ibu mertua]   1       1                     
T 
That’s good. Ibu mertua . 
Grand Father? 16                 1   1           
Ss [Kakek]   1       1                     
T Grand mother? 
17 
                    1           
S [Nenek]   1       1                     
T 
Okay, How about grand 
parents? There’s no grand 
parents in the book. 
 [Gaada grandparents di 
buku. Miss ikfi nambahin 
sendiri. Kalo grand father itu 
kakek, grand mother itu 
nenek, grand parents itu 
18 






So, grand parents is kakek 
nenek. You understand? . 
Nah sekarang grand 
daughter. Kalo daughter tadi 
apa artinya? 
S [cucu perempun]   1       1                     
T 
[Nah tu bener. Cucu 
perempuan. Nah kalo] grand 
son, how about grand son?  
[Cucu laki laki. Sekarang 
gimana kalo miss ikfi mau 
bilang cucu cucu, baik 
perempuan ataupun laki laki 
apa dong?] If we want to 
talk about [cucu, baik 
perempuan ataupun laki laki 
apa dong?] You can say? 
19 
                1   1           
S Grand child   1                             
T 
Okay, [kalo cucunya Cuma 
satu baik laki laki atau 
perempuan namanya] grand 
child. [Kalo cucunya lebih 
dari satu namanya] grand 
children.  
So, rand children can be 
used for boy or girl. [Jadi 
bisa digunakan untuk cucu 
laki laki atau perempuan.] 
Do you understand? Next 
talk about nephew. Anyone 
knows? What’s the menaing 
of nephew?  
20 
                    1 1         
S [Keponakan laki laki]   1       1                     





How about niece? 
S [keponakan perempuan]   1                             
T 
Nice, [kebalikannya dari] 
nephew ya. Niece is 
[keponakan perempuan.]  
Next, we talk about aunt. 
[Biasanya disebut tante. 
Kalo bude apa? Apakah ada 
big aunt? Jadi kalo bude atau 
tante kita manggilnya aunt. 
Jadi sama. Sauadar 
perempuannya ibu atau ayah 
disebut aunt. Ga ada big aunt 
gaada little aunt.] Do you 
understand? Okay next… 
Uncle. What is uncle?  
22 
                1   1 1         
Ss [paman]   1       1                     
T Next wife, What is wife? 
23 
                    1           
S Wife [adalah istri]   1                             
T 
Very good. And how about 
husband? What’s the 
menaing of husband? 24                 1   1           
S [suami]           1                     
T 
Good, [sekarang miss ikfi 
punya pertanyaan. Sekarang 
semuanya lihat chat nya  
miss ikfi. Misalnya,]  
there’s a question. Mr. John 
is mrs. Rina’s husband. He’s 
grandfather of Lina. So, 
Mrs. Lina is Lina’s 
blablabla. Can you answer 
my question? Mr. John is 
mrs. Rina’s husband. He’s 
25 





grandfather of Lina. So, 
Mrs. Lina is Lina’s 
blablabla. Anyone can 
answer?  
Ss Grand mother   1                             
T 
That’s good the answer is 
grandmother.  
[Jadi kalian paham ya apa 
itu silsilah. Misal sekarang 
miss ikfi kasih contoh lagi.]  
Look at your chat. Mr. john 
has two children, Raka and 
Rita. Raka has two daughter, 
Yuka and Yuki. The 
question is Yuka is mrs. 
Lina blablabla. Yuka is a 
girl. [Kalo gitu kalian bisa 
bilang]  
Yuka is granddaughter. Do 
you understand? Do you get 
my poin? [Paham ya? Kalo 
anggota keluarga sudah 
paham kita bahas tentang 
day/hari.]   
Do you remember about 
day? [Ada yang masih ingat 
tentang hari] from Sunday to 
Saturday? Do you remember 
about that? Okay I’ll tell you 
in Indonesia and you’ll 
answer in English. Senin? 
26 
                1   1 1         
Ss Monday   1                             
T Okay, selasa? 
27 
                    1           






[Okay jangan cusday tapi 
tusday.] And then rabu is?  28                             1   
Ss Wednesday   1                             
T 
Good. Kamis? Thursday. 
Tuesday and Thursday 
[beda] yaa. Tuesday is selasa 
and Thursday is kamis.  
Then, Friday is jumat. 
Saturday is sabtu. Okay, 
Sunday is minggu. Monday 
is senin.  
And the question, can you 
see the chat? The question 
will be like this.  
Perhatikan pertanyaannya. 
Today is Saturday, two days 
ago is blablabla.  
Look at your chat. [Miss ikfi 
udah kasih question disitu. 
Jadi kalo ada kata] ago, 
blablabla ago.  
29 
                1   1 1         
Ss Monday   1                             
T 
Are you sure Monday? 
[Jawabannya Monday 
semua yaa. Yuk kita lihat 
jawabannya apa.] 
Ago itu [lalu. Jadi kalo ada 
pertanyaan Today is 
Saturday, two days ago is 
jawaban paling benar adalah 
punya Aliyah. Jadi kalo hari 
ini hari sabtu dua hari yang 
lalu adalah hari kamis. Misal 
kita mau pake kata last juga 





lalu. Contohnya adalah] last 
two days [artinya adalah 
dua hari yang lalu.] Can you 
get my point? Okay now we 
talk about [yang akan 
datang apasih?] We can say 
it with Next blablabla for 
example next Tuesday.  
[Pakenya next atau next 
adalah berikutnya samanya 
dengan blablabla later. Miss 
ikfi kasih contoh lagi ya. 
Yesterday itu kemarin dan 
tomorrow itu adalah besok. 
You can write on your book, 
yang miss ikfi chat ini bisa di 
tulis dibuku yaa.] And now 
I’ll give you a question 
again. [Miss ikfi kasih soal 
lagi yaaa.] Today is Friday. 
S Dicatet miss? 
30 
          1                     
T 
[Yaa boleh dong dicatet. 
Kalo belum paham dicatet 
yaa.]  And the question is 
two days later is??  
Anyone can answer? Look at 
to the chat. Okay, [Arya 
jawab] Sunday. [Coba yang 
lain apa jawabannya. Ada 
yang jawab Wednesday. 
Okay very good. 
Jawabannya adalah Sunday. 
Karena pertanyaannya 
adalah later. Later kan 





Today is Friday, hari ini hari 
jumat. 2 days later is dua 
hari kemudian adalah hari 
apa. Jadi jawabannya adalah 
Sunday.] Do you 
understand? 
S Paham 1         1                     
T 
Okay, [untuk hari sudah 
paham.] Now, we will talk 
about month. Now, I will 
talk in Bahasa Indonesia and 
you please answer it in 
English.  Januari? Januari? 
What is it? 
31 
                    1 1         
S January   1                             
T 
January, good.. Februari? 
Hello? Anyone can answer 
februari? 32                 1   1           
S February   1                             
T Good ! Maret?? 
33 
                1   1           
S March   1                             
T 
[March nya tulisannya 
bukan Mart yaa kayak gitu 
jadi indomart nanti.]  April? 
Anyone can answer?  
Okay listen to me and repeat 
after me yaa. April [eprel]. 
Okay next, how about juni? 
Juni is june. Pakenya E 
bukan I yaa. How about juli? 
34 
                    1 1         
S July [Julay].    1                             
T 
Good yulia. July is julay. 
[Habis juli adalah agustus. 
Agustus apa agustus? Bukan 
35 





agus.] Agus is your father. 
Agustus is august. Can you 
repeat after me? [Yuk 
diulang bareng coba agustus 
is august. September, apa 
September?] 
S September   1                             
T 
Okay.. How about oktober? 
Oktober is October. Good. 
How about November?  
[November sama kayak 
septembernya yaa sama 
kayak Bahasa Indonesia.] 
And the last one is 
desember.. What is 
desember? December. 
36 
                    1 1         
S December   1                             
T 
Iya Good.. December. Okay 
the question will be the same 
with the day. [Miss ikfi akan 
kaish  
pertanyaan sama kayak tadi 
hari hari.] For example, 
This’s august two months 
later is blablabla.  
37 
                1     1         
S October                                 
T 
Very good. [Jadi gampang 
ya. Kalo kalian tau hari dan 
bulan jadi gampang yaa.] Do 
you understand 
38 
                1               






Okay, we will continue, 
Sudah paham ya tentang day 
sama month.  
Okay, do you understand? 
So now, please open your 
book page 46. Have you 
opened it? Okay, on page 
46. Can you listen to me?  
I will mute all here so you 
can listen to me. Oaky on 
page 46 you should answer 
the question about schedule.  
[Itu dihalaman 46 itu adalah 
menjawap pertanyaan 
tentang schedule. Schedule 
itu adalah jadwal, nah 
jadwal itu lihatnya dimana? 
Jadwalnya ada dihalaman 
45. DIsitu ada beberapa 
jadwal. Tugas kamu adalah]  
answer the question on page 
46 based on schedule on 
page 45.  
[Jadi kamu harus menjawab 
pertanyaan dihalaman 46 
berdasarkan jadwal 
dihalaman 45.]  
Do you get my point?  
[Kalo kamu paham] please 
write here, Show me that 
you are understand. 
[Bisa ditulis di chat kalo 
kalian paham dan bisa 
langsung mengerjakan.]  
Do your task on page 46 
based on schedule on page 
39 






[Kerjakan soal dihalaman 46 
berdasarkan jadwal 
dihalaman 45.] 
S [Gapaham bu]           1                     
T 
[Gapaham? Yuk kita lihat 
contohnya yuk… yuk kita 
lihat sama sama yaa.. 
Dihalaman 46.] Anyone, 
please look at your book 
page 46. [Yuk dilihat yuk 
halaman 46. Kita lihat soal 
nomer 1.]  
Look at question number 
one,[pertanyaannya adalah] 
on work days the students of 
7B learn English. 
[Nah nomer 1 itu 
pertanyaannya adalah] on 
work days the students of 7B 
learn English. 
[Kapan sih anak anak 7B 
belajar Bahasa Inggris? 
Dilihat dong jadwalnya, hari 
apa dan apa?] 
40 
                    1   1       
S Monday and Friday   1                             
T 
Apa? Monday dan Friday. 
Nah, itu paham. So, the 
answer is C. Monday and 
Friday. 
 Paham ga? You understand?  
Nah kalo sudah paham 
nomer 2 sampai nomer 1O, 
number 2 – number ten 
dikerjakan.  
41 





Please do the question 
number 2 – 1O 
S Dikerjakan di buku paket?           1                     
T 
[Iya dibuku paket langsung 
saja. Nanti buku paketnya 
gausah dikumpulkan.]  
Jadi, [you capture it atau 
screenshot [setelah itu 
dikirimkan ke google 
classroom.]  
You understand? [Paham 
ya?] Hello? Do you 
understand my instruction?  
[Yang bukunya hilang boleh 
langsung ditulis dibuku tulis. 
Yang anak pondok langsung 
ke miss ikfi. Iyadeh boleh 
miss ikfi tunggu yaa yang 
anak pondok biar langsung 
dinilai. Nah nanti setelah 
tugas ini,] 
 I’ll give you a video on my 
youtube channel, Yaa don’t 
forget to subscribe my 
youtube ya because my 
youtube channel was 
monetize, [jadi ada iklannya. 
Gapapa dong dimonetize.]  
Okay, after this task I’ll give 
you a video on my youtube 
channel and there are some 
questions on my youtube 
channel, on the video. 
 [Jadi setelah nanti kalian 
nonton videonya, ada 1O 
pertanyaan divideo tersebut] 
42 





and please answer it on your 
note book,  
[tulis dibuku tulis. Kalo suda 
ditulis dibuku tulis, Miss Ikfi 
ga minta kalian 
mengumpulkan.]  
Just screenshot or capture it 
[kemudian dikirim ke google 
classroom. Yang pasti 
ditulis] your name and your 
class.  
[Nanti setelah ini selesai, 
Miss Ikfi akan share kisi kisi 
di google classroom. 
Silahkan kalian download 
dan kasih tanda centang 
materi yang sudah kalian 
pelajari. Nanti yang belum 
dipelajari kita pelajari 
bareng bareng.]  
Do you understand? So 
everyone do you understand 
this assignment, right?  
[Sudah paham tugasnya 
semuanya? Jadi ada dua 
tugas, yang pertama dibuku 
paket] on page 46, and the 
second task is on my 
youtube. After this , I will 
share the link. 
[Kalian bisa langsung tulis 
dibuku paket dan buku 
catatan] and please capture 
it. [Kecuali untuk anak anak 
pondok nanti bisa langsung 





gausah dicapture. Anak 
pondok langsung ke kantor  
ketemu miss ikfi, untuk yang 
lainnya]  
please capture it  and send it 
to google classroom. I hope 
all of you can do it well, 
[Jadi miss ikfi harap kalian 
mengerjakan dengan baik ya 
dimaksimalkan biar nilainya 
seratus semua.]  
Okay ! That’s all for today. I 
hope you will understand 
about the topic today. Next 
week [kita ketemu lagi.] See 
you.. 
S See you miss.                                 
                                      
  (MEETING 2)                                   
T 
Today we are going to learn 
new topic. I will give the 
video. And please listen the 
video carefully.   
[Jadi miss ikfi akan 
memberikan video baru dan 
tolong perhatikan. Jangan 
lupa catat informasi penting 
didalam video.] Okay, let’s 
start the video.  
1 
                      1         
S 
[Sudah jam 8 lebih 11 jadi 
kami bisa masuk.]           1                     
T okay                                 
T 
[Ada suaranya ga mas? 
Sebentar, videonya ada ga?]  
2 





S  [Ada tapi gaada suaranya]                                 
T 
Bentar ya. [Kalo buka zoom 
sambil buka classroom bisa 
ga yah? Yang di lab 
computer denger ga  
yah? Okay] look at the 
picture ! [Kalo ada gambar 
jam berati kita mau belajar 
apa yah?? Yaaaa… kita mau 
belajar telling time. Nah 
gimana sih caranya 
menyatakan waktu? 
Langsung saja kita 
perhatikan yaa.] We have 
two styles to telling time.[ 
Jadi kita untuk menyebutkan 
waktu kita punya dua styles. 
Yang pertama adalah 
American style yang the 
second one is  british style. 
Style America itu lebih 
gampang dari style british. 
Gimana caranya? Ini 
contohnya jam 06.30. 
Gimana cara nyebutnya? 
Gampang ! kalian tinggal 
sebut saja] six thirty. [Sama 
saja kalo kalian 
menyebutkan 7.15 menjadi 
seven fifteen.Tapi kalo di 
british agak susah tapi masih 
mudah, kalian harus hafalin 
yang dikotak kuning ini. 
Ada a half 30 menit. A 
quarter 15 menit, past lebih, 
To kurang. Tugas kamu 
3 





dihafalkan tuh yang 
dikotakkuning itu. Kalo 
sudah hafal tinggal 
diterapkan di jamnya. 
Contohnya disitu ada 6 lebih 
30. Gimana menyebutkan 
dalam british? Yang 
disebutkan dulu adalah 
menitnya  30 nya ditulis 
didepan. A half, lebihnya 
Past, enamnya six. Cara 
ngeceknya udah bener apa 
belum kalian bisa ceknya 
dari belakang. Six enam past 
lebih a half nya 30. Paham 
semuanya?] 
S [Paham miss]           1                     
T 
[Jadi bedanya antara 
American style dan british 
style memang lebih mudah 
American style yaa. Jadi 
kalo American style tinggal 
bilang aja six thirty. Tapi 
kalo british style 30 nya dulu 
tulis didepan. A half 
setengah, past lebih, 
enamnya six. Seperti itu. 
Seperti itu, masih ada yang 
bingung gak? ] 
4 
                      1         
S [Enggak]           1                     
T 
[Okay, sekarang kita lanjut 
yaa. Okay, let see to another 
example. 07.15. Ada yang 
bisa jawab kira-kira kalo di 
british style gimana sih?] 
5 





S a quarter past seven.   1                             
T 
[Okay, jadi seperti biasa yaa. 
Yang disebutkan menitnya 
dulu. Kita sebutkan 15 nya 
dulu. Jadi,] a  
quarter past seven. 
[Sekarang contoh yang lain 
lagi nih. Pukul 02.45. Let’s 
try to answer. Ada yang 
tau?] 
6 
                    1 1         
S [Apa miss apa?]           1                     
T 
[Pukul 02.45. hello ada yg 
bisa jawab?] 
7 
                    1           
S 
Silent (The students are 
thinking about the answer)     1                           
T Kalo 02.45 kalian bisa bilang 
8 
                                
S Forty five   1                             
T 
Are you sure? Okay let’s 
check together. [Kita bisa 
bilang gimana yaa kalo 
pukul 02.45. [Pukul 2 lebih 
45 menit. Kalo 02.45 kan 
lebih dekatnya ke jam 3. 
Kalian bisa bilang jam 3 
kurang 15 menit. Jadi 15 nya 
taro didepan.] A quarter to 
three. Sebenernya boleh 
bilang forty five two tapi 
lebih tepatnya] A quarter to 
three. You understand? 
Now, watch the video 
please! Can you here the 
video?  
9 
                    1 1         






[Yang tadi udah ditulis 
belom materi tadi?] 10                     1           
S [sudah]           1                     
T 
[Okay, sambil nunggu 
videonya kalian bisa 
persiapan] open your book 
page 48, [nanti disitu ada 
latihan soal halaman 48.] 
Have you opened your 
book?  
11 
                    1   1       
S [Udah miss]   1                             
T 
[Di halaman 48 itu  tugas 
kalian nanti kalian akan 
mendengarkan audio 
recorder dari miss ikfi,] you  
can write the time. [Kalian 
dengarkan dan pilih mana 
jawaban yang benar antara 
ABCD dan E. Kita lanjutkan 
videonya yaa. Jadi 
dengarkan baik baik. Karena 
teksnya tertutup jadi 
dengarkan baik baik.] Can 
you hear the voice of the 
video? Bisa denger tadi 
suara dari videonya?] 
12 
                        1       
S [bisa]           1                     
T 
[Perhatikan dulu yaa 
sebelum miss ikfi putar 
videonya sekali lagi.] 
I have a question. The 
question is when will the bus 
arrive at the bus stop. 
[Kapan sih bisnya sampe di 
halte? Dengarkan sekali lagi 
13 










 [Ada yang sudah tau 
jawabannya?] Anyone can 
hear me? 
S I can hear you   1                             
T 
Why you don’t answer my 
question?  [Tadi suara di 
video jelas ga is nya sampe 
di bus stop kapan?]  
14 
                    1           
S [Ga Denger]           1                     
T 
[Gini aja nanti sal divideo 
tadi miss ikfi upload di 
yutup nanti setelah virtual 
learning ini kalian jawab. 
Ada 10 soal yaa.] So, please 
now open your erlangga 
book on page 48. Please 
everyone look at activity 8, 
Please every one loot at 
activity 8. Listen to the 
recording and write the time 
and make the time with the 
clock. [Jadi dengarkan video 
yang miss ikfi kasih nanti.]  
[Kalo sudah ditulis 
waktunya, kalo sudah 
dimatchingkan kalian sesuai 
dengan gambar jam 
disampingnya. Contohnya 
nomer 1,] it’s five to twelve 
berati jam berapa? 
15 





S [Jam 12 kurang 5 menit]   1       1                     
T 
[Nah jam  12 kurang 5 
menit.]  
Nomer one, itu gambar 
jamnya yang tepat yang 
mana?                      1 1           
S 
Silent (They are thinking 
about the answer)       1                           
T  A,B,C,D,E,F??                       1           
S 
Silent (They are thinking 
about the answer)       1                           
T 
 [Nomer] one, coba dilihat 
bukunya number one.  
16 
                        1       
S C   1                             
S E 
17 
  1                             
T 
[Okay, pilihan yang E yaa. 
Dah jelas ya instruksinya?]                    1 1           
S [jelas miss]           1                     
T 
[Okay now, please listen 
carefully. Miss Ikfi akan 
putarkan full semua soal, 
nanti miss ikfi akan putarkan 
satu kali lagi. Jadi, ketika 
miss ikfi putarkan 
recordernya] please stop 
talk. Don’t talk to your 
friend, mute the microphone 
and listen to the recorder. 
Okay?  
18 
                        1       
S okay 1                               
T 
Number six, its ten to six. 
Okay, that’s all. [Kalian bisa 
buka lagi mute nya. Kalian 
19 





sudah kerjakan nomer 1-6?] 
S [Sudah]           1                     
T Finish? 
20 
                    1           
S Finish 1                               
T 
If you finish I have a 
question. [Nanti anak 
pondok yang belum denger 
tadi listeningnya apa] after  
this you can go to the office, 
ya… [Sekarang kita lanjut 
ya.] You can open your book 
activity njne, ten, eleven. So, 
you have another task, 
another assignment activity 
ten and activity eleven. You 
can do it at your house. [Jadi 
pr yang pertama itu pr nya 
ada di youtube ada 10 
nomer. Hari ini harus sudah 
selesai,] don’t forget to 
capture it and give it to me 
on google classroom, my 
email or my whatsapp. 
[Tugas pertama adalah 
video youtube ada 10 soal, 
tugas yang kedua listning 
tadi ada 6 soal activity eight. 
Tugas berikutnya adalah 
activity nine up to activity 
eleven. Soal di yutub 10 
soal. Kemudian activity 
9,10,11.] So, You 
21 







Silence (thinking about their 
understanding)     1                           
S Understand miss.                                 
T 
Okay. Don’t forget to do it 
ya. I’ll give you score. If you 
don’t do it, I don’t give you 
score. Yaaa. [Miss ikfi 
gaakan kasih nilai karena 
nilai tugas ii berpengaruh 
sekali untuk kalian, yaa. 
Jangan lupadi foto boleh, 
email atau kirim google 
classroom boleh nanti miss 
ikfi total semuanya untuk 
nilai raport semester 1.]  
Okay everyone?                       1   1       
S [silent]       1                           
T 
Any question? [Ada 
pertanyaan?] 22                     1           
S [ga ada]           1                     
T 
Okay, if there’s no question 
now open your book page 
[buka bukunya dihalaman]  
fifty five. 
23 





S [Ya sudah]           1                     
T 
[Sudah? Buka halaman 55 
miss ikfi akan putarkan 
recording lagi kalian 
dengarkan baik baik yaa..]  
24 
                    1   1       
S Okay                                 
T 
[Kalian bisa pilih gamabr 
sesuai dengan kegiatan yang 
martin lakukan. Lanjut yaa.]                          1       
R 
I am martin. I am a student 
in Canada. This is my daily 
activities. everyMonday I get 
up at 7   
o’clock . Then I go to the 
bathroom and got a shower. 
Fter that I go to the kitchen. 
To have breakfast with my 
family. I usually have a salty 
soup egg and I leave home 
at 8 o’clock and go to school 
by bus. I arrive at school at 
eight forty five. I study from 
nine to three thirty. After 
school I go to the oark and 
play basketball with my 
friends and I go home to do 
my homework. I have dinner 
at seven thirty After having 
dinner I usually watching tv. 
My father loven to listen the 
radio and my sister reads 
the magazine. Finall I go to 






Okay can you hear the voice 
recorder? 25                     1           
S [Bisa miss bisa.]           1                     
T 
[Jadi nanti kalian tentukan 
disetiap gambar itu. For 
example gamabar yang 
pertama. Disitu ada Martin 
bangun tidur. Ada ga tadi 
kegiatannya itu dihari senin 
tadi?] 
26 
                        1       
S [Ada]           1                     
T 
[Bangun tidurnya jam 
berapa? Berate disitu ditulis 
martin gets up or wakes up 
at blablabla. Jam  
berapa disesuaikan. Nanti 
gambar yang tidak sesuai 
dengan recording abaikan. 
Gmabar yang sesuai kalian 
beri centang setelah itu 
kalian tulis centang 
kalimatnya Martin gets up 
at blablabla o’clock. Miss ikfi 
putarkan sekalai lagi yaa 
dengarkan baik baik dan 
kalian kasih centang sesuai 
gambar yang termasuk 
kegiatannya martin apa 
saja.] Okay. Listen one more 






Recording: I am martin. I am 
a student in Canada. This is 
my daily activities. Every 
Monday I  
get up at 7  o’clock . Then I 
go to the bathroom and got 
a shower. Fter that I go to 
the kitchen. To have 
breakfast with my family. I 
usually have a salty soup 
egg and I leave home at 8 
o’clock and go to school by 
bus. I arrive at school at 
eight forty five. I study from 
nine to three thirty. After 
school I go to the oark and 
play basketball with my 
friends and I go home to do 
my homework. I have dinner 
at seven thirty After having 
dinner I usually watching tv. 
My father loven to listen the 
radio and my sister reads 
the magazine. Finall I go to 
bed at eleven                                   
T 
Okay that’s all. [Sudah 
dijawab gambar mana saja 
yang termasuk martin’s 
daily activities? Mana  
saja yang termasuk dalam 
keluarganya martin? Sudah 
dijawab semuanya?]                       1           






After this you can ask 
anything on my whatsapp if 
you don’t understand about 
the task. [TAdi yang martin 
gausah dicapture gapapa 
tugasnya miss ikfi aja tadi 
yang time. Yang martin 
tambahan aja nanti kita 
lanjut ke next meeting. 
Pertemuan depan akan jadi 
pertemuan terakhir sebelum 
PAS. JAdi temen temennya 
yang belum masuk bilangin 
ya suruh masuk biar paham 
materinya. Okay? ] 
27 
                      1 1       
S Okay                                 
T 
Okay that’s all for today 
don’t forget to do your task. 
[Dikerjakan tugasnya.] After 
I close this virtual lesson I 
will share the link of the 
video. Jangan lupa 
dikerjakan. Don’t forget to 
capture your task okay?                                   
S [silent]                                   
T 
Okay that’s all I saya 
wassalamualaikum wr.wb 28                                 
S Waalaikumsalam wr.wb                                 
                                      
  (MEETING 3)                                   
T 
[Okay hari ini kita mulai 
pelajarannya.] We start the 





number. What’s the 
meaning number? 
S 
Silent (They are thinking 
about the answer)       1                           
T  [Apasih artinya number?] 
1 
                    1           
S [Nomer.]    1       1                     
T 
[Nomer. Dalam  Bahasa 
inggris nomer itu dibagi dua. 
Cardinal Number dan 
Ordinal number.   
Bedanya apasih? Kalo 
cardinal number talk about 
mount atau jumlah and 
ordinal number talk about 
level. Level tuh maksudnya 
apasih? Level itu peringkat. 
Misalnya Miss ikfi bilang 
saya punya lima kucing 
amsuknya cardinal apa 
ordinal?] 
2 
                    1 1         
S Cardinal   1                             
T 
[Cardinal yaa kalian 
jumlahnya kucingnya ada 
lima.  
Kalo misalnya kalian adalah 
anak kesepuluh. Itu 
masuknya cardinal apa 
ordinal?] 
3 
                    1 1         






Ordinal, [jadi ordinal tu 
untuk menyatakan 
peringkat. Lalu, biasanya 
kalender.  
Kalender itu misalnya 
tanggal 1 januari. 1 januari 
itu kalian tidak bisa 
menyebutnya one January.  
Yah, karena kalo one ikutnya 
jumlah. One January 
jumlahnya ada satu berati 
yah.]                          1         
S 
Silent (They are giving full 
attention to the teacher)       1                           
T 
[Kalo tanggal jadinya 
gimana?]  4                     1           
S first   1                             
T First, second, [kalo tiga?] 
5 
                  1 1           
S third                                 
T 
Third, fourth. [Untuk empat 
sampe Sembilan 
belakangnya tinggal 
ditambahin th. Contohnya, 
peringkat 4. 4 bahasa 
inggrisnya apa 4?] 
6 
                    1           
S four   1                             
T 
[Berati peringkat ke 4 
inggrisnya Four tinggal 
ditambahin?] 7                     1           
S Th   1                             
T Okay th. You understand? 
8 
                    1           






[Jadi kalo peringkat pakenya 
adalah ordinal. Misalnya 
hari ini tanggal berapa?]  9                     1           
S dua puluh enam   1       1                     
T 
[Okay,, 26 november berati 
ngomongnya gimana?]  10                     1           
S Twenty six   1                             
T 
Twenty six, sixnya pake th 




                  1 1           
S Yes 1                               
T 
[Paham yaa.Ordinal tu bisa 
buat apa aja sih selain 
kalender, peringkat. 
Misalnya, Fatian duduknya 
dibaris keberapa? Baris 
kesatu atau kedua? Itu 
pakenya cardinal apa 
ordinal?]  
12 
                    1 1         
S Ordinal   1                             
T 
[Ya pakenya ordinal] Second 
line. Jelas?                      1 1           
S 
Silent (Showing their 
understanding)       1                           
T 
[Kalo dalam tiket bioskop 
yang pakenya ordinal yang 
mana? ]Which one?                                   
S 
Silent (they are thinking 






[Apakah time? Nomer 50 
pake ordinal? Atau seat 
tempat duduk? Tempat 
duduknya baris keberapa?  
Sembilan. Jangan sampe 
kamu bilang nine. Kalo nine 
seperti ini salah. 
Karena tempat duduk 
masuknya ordinal] so, it will 
be nineth. You understand? 
13 
                    1 1         
S yes 1                               
T 
So, this is the different 
between cardinal and 
ordinal. So you can write it. 
[Jadi kalian bisa tulis dulu.] 
14 
                      1         
S [ga bawa buku]           1                     
T 
[Gabawa buku? Yaudah 
dibalik soalnya boleh. Jadi 
intinya harus paham yaa 
antara ordinal and cardinal.]                                   
S 
Silent (Students are writing 




dengan cardinal. Kalo kalian 
lagi nulis miss ikfi sekalian 
mau  
ngecek. Mas 2 februari?] 
(Choosing a student to 
answer) 
15 
                    1 1         
S Second of January   1                             
T 
Very good. 5 maret? 
(Choosing a student to 
16 






S Five of march   1                             
T 
31 Agustus? (Choosing a 
student to answer) 17                     1           
S Thirty first of august   1                             
T 
Thirty first of august. How 
about you mas, [tanggal 22 
februari?] 
(Choosing a student to 
answer) 
18 
                    1           
S twenty second of February   1                             
T 
Good, [tanggal 26 mei?] 
(Choosing a student to 
answer) 19                 1   1           
S Twenty sixth    1                             
T 
[Pak eth ya. Tadi bulannya 
apa?] 20                     1           
S May   1                             
T 
[Okay. Sekarang kamu. 
Tanggal 1 january?] 
(Choosing a student to 
answer) 
21 
                    1           
S First January   1                             
T 
[Okay, jadi kalo tanggal 
jangan pake cardinal yaa. 
Harus ordinal. Jangan sampe 
salah soalnya sering keluar 
di tes.]  
Okay, we will go to the next 
topic. I will write jangan 
jangan kamu ga hafal nih 





(Continue her writing) 
S 
Silent (Giving full attention 
to the teacher)                                    
T 
[Satu,] Hello arifin…. Can 
you read this? 22                     1           
S one   1                             
T One apa on?  
23 
                    1           
S  [bener] one.  1         1                     
T 
Okay that’s good. [Kalian 
liatnya angka 
dibelakangnya.] 
 How about eleve, twelve 
and thirteen?  
[Apakah eleven jadinya first 
first? Apakah twelve jadinya 
one second? No. Khusus 11, 
12,13 itu ikutnya th. Jadinya 
] eleventh, twelfth, you 
understand?                        1   1       
S Silent       1                           
T 
Don’t forget [kalo disini 
belasana pakenya teen kalo 
here ty. 13 thirteen, 30 
thirty kalo teen itu berati  
belasan.] These are question 
for you. Number one 2 
february, number two 24 
august,  
25 
                      1         
S [soal miss]           1                     






The students are wrting the 
questions                                   
T 
The students are wrting the 
questions 
Guru: [Jadi nanti kalo ada 
soal cardinal and ordinal 
gaperlu bingung lagi ya.]  
Any question?  
 [jadi kalo misalnya gini. 20 
twenty. Twenty itu kan 
cardinal number yang 
mneyatakan jumlah. 
 Kalo misalnya anak e 20 ty 
berubah menjadi ie. 
Jadinya] twentieth. You 
understand? 
 [ Kamu masih bingung?] 
26 
                    1 1         
S [masih]           1                     
T 
[Bingungnya dimana? Misal 
saya punya 40 buku okay] 
jadinya forty books. [Karena 
menyatakan  
jumlah. Paham? Tapi 
mislanya saya duduk di 
bangku ke 40 itu kan berate 
level nih. Ordinal kan? Jadi 
belakanya Y berubah jadi ie 
tambahin th. Th nya 
darimana? Dar peringkat yg 
ini. Y nya dari mana? Dari 
sini. Jadinya] fortieth. You 
understand?                       1 1         






[Jadi pahamyaa? Seperti ini 
caramya. Tulisannya aja 
diganti. Artimya juga beda. 
40 buku dan this level ke 
40.] Finish? Have you write 
on the blackboard? [Miss 
ikfi akan hapus] 
27 
                                
S finish 1                               
T 
Okay I’ll clean and go to the 
next topic. The next topic is 
about clock. 
----------------------- the 
teacher is cleaning the 
board------------------------- 
still you remember about 
telling time? [Ada yang 
masih  inget caranya] tell 
the time? 
Misalnya 06.30 anyone can 
answer? 
28 
                    1   1       
S 
silent (They are thinking 
about the answer)     1                           
T [ada yang bisa jawab?]                     1           
S [oh iya] a half past six   1       1                     
T 
 [Okay miss ikfi akan 
jelaskan sekali lagi. So, for 
telling time ada dua style. 
American style and british 
style. Yang mudah adalah 
American style]  
Because say six thirty. But, 
in british style [kita harus 





menit, a quarter 15 menit, 
Past means lebih. To means  
kurang.]   
S 
Silent [ Giving tegir full 
attention to the teacher]       1                           
T 
: [Kita tuh harus paham 
sama yang namanya ini, 
o’clock. O’clock itu tepat.] In 
british we should  
remember about this. For 
example. 6.30 we should tell 
the minute first. [Yang 
disampaikan berati 
menitnya dulu. 30 apa 
inggrisnya?] 
29 
                    1 1         
S A half   1                             
T 
A half okay. Past six. [Nah 
cara ngoreksinya gimana? 
Kalo misalnya ada pilihan 
ABCD. Gampangnya kamu 
baca dari belakang. Six 
enam, lebih 30 menit. Udah 
jawabannya pasti ini.] You 
understand?                    1   1 1         
S Silent       1                           
T 
 [Itu adalah strategi kalo 
mengerjakan soal pilda. 
Okay miss ikfi mau kasih 
soal lagi.] I’ll give you 7.45.  
A,B,C,D. A. a half to seven. 
B. A quarter to seven. C. A 
half past eight. D. A half to 
30 





eight. E. A quarter to eight. 
So which one is true? [Ayo 
gimana? Tipsnya start from 
the back. Baca dari belakang 
kalo pengen cara cepatnya.] 
S A, D,    1                             
T How about you? A?  
31 
                    1           
S B, D, E   1                             
T 
[Okay, boleh boleh aja. Okay 
sekarang kita cek yaa. Jam 
7.45 atau bisa dibilang jam 8 
kurang 15  
menit. Yang jawabannya 
yang salah yang mana?] 
32 
                    1   1       
S A B   1                             
T 
 Okay, kita silang. Yang 
jawab A dan B salah. JAdi 
kemungkinan ada C dan D 
nih. Sekarang kita liat.  
Kalo jam 8 belakangnya 15 
berati a quarter.] A half is 30 
right? 15 [berati a quarter. 
Jadi jawabannya D.] A 
quarter to eight. You 
understand? 
33 
                    1 1 1       
S Yes                                 
T 
Okay, nanti banyak soal 
time di PAS jadi harus teliti. 
Kalo mau negcek jawaban 
saya bener atau  
engga please check from the 
back. Yaa cek dari belakang.]  
I t helps you to check 
34 





whether your answer is 
right or no. [Okay lagi. Miss 
ikfi kali ini ga akan kasih 
multiple choice.] Can you 
answer this? Nine fifteen 
[Berati jam?] 
S [enam lima belas]   1       1                     
T [Iya, berati jam berapa] 
35 
                    1           
S a quarter past nine.    1                             
T 
a quarter past nine katanya. 
How about you? 36                   1 1           
S a quarter past nine. 1                               
T 
[Okay, sudah jelas ya? 
Sudah paham yaa? Masalah 
jam clear.  
Jangan sampe ada yang 
salah pas PAS  nanti.] Do 
you want to clear this or I 
will clear this? [Mau tulis 
atau dihapus?] 
37 
                    1           
S [tulis]           1                     
T 
[Okay tulis yaa…] 
------------------------- Silent----
--------------------------- 
[Okay buat yang udah 
selesai miss ikfi mau kasih 
kuis buat asah otak kalian. 
Kalo jam lebihnya ga  
ada, 15 gaada 30 gimana 
caranya?] Number one 7.20. 
How to say it in british 
style? [Gimana cara 
bilangnya?]  
38 





S Twenty past seven    1                             
T 
[Okay benar yaa. Jadi 
meskipun belakangnya 
bukan 15 atau 30 tetap 
sebutkan saja menitnya.] In  
british style minutes comes 
first. [Kalo british itu 
menitnya yang pertama.] 
But American just say seven 
twenty. And then how 
about this? [Apasih bedanya 
nomer satu dan nomer 2? 
(19.20)]                       1 1         
S 
Silent (Giving full attention 
to the teacher)       1                           
T 
[kalo di Indonesia itu kan 
19.20 yaa. Kalo british style 
Twenty past seven in the 
morning ini yang atas. Kalo 
yang bawah twenty past 
seven apa maksudnya?] 
Evening apa night? 
39 
                    1           
S night   1                             
T 
Evening. [Jadi twenty past 
seven at night atau twenty 
past seven pm. Jadi gaada 
itu twenty past  
nineteen. Itu ala Indonesia. 
Jadi tetep seven aja. Cuma 
bedanya] this time in the 
morning or am. Seven 
twenty am. Atau seven 
twenty pm. You 
understand?  
40 





S Yes                                 
T 
[Jadi gaada itu] twenty past 
nineteen. [Kalo kamu 
ngomong sama bule, 
bingung bulenya. Adanya   
am dan pm. Am dari pagi 
sampe siang. Pm sore 
sampai malam. Jelas?] 
41 
                    1 1         
S [jelas]           1                     
T 
[Sudah nulisnya,] I will clean 
this and go to the next topic. 
The next topic is about 




                    1 1         
S 
Silent (They are thinking 
about the answer)      1                           
S [Perkenalan]   1       1                     
T 
[Nah, jawabannya adalah 
perkenalan. Apasih yang 
biasa kita sampaikan untuk 
memperkenalkan  diri?]  
43 
                    1 1         
S My name is.   1                             
T 
You can ask to your friend 
the name. [NAnti kamu bisa 
ajwab dengan my name is or 
I am bla bla bla. Berikutnya] 
how are you? Kalo ditanya 
how are you [apa 
jawabnya?] 
44 
                    1   1       
S I am fourteen   1                             





[Umurnya berapa kalo 
empat belas berati?] 
S fourteen   1                 1           
T 
Yaa I am fourteen years old. 
Arifin how old are you? 46                   1             
S I am fourteen years old. 1                               
T 
 How about you, how old 
are you? 47                     1           
S  I am thirteen years old 1                               
T 
[Jadi gampang ya kalo ada] 
how old are you [kalian 
tinggal jawab] I am bla blab 
la years old. Okay [sekarang 
apalagi, kamu rumahnya 
dimana? Gimana nanya 
nya?] 
48 
                    1   1       
S  I don’t know   1                             
T 
Where do you live? [kamu 
rumahnya dimana? Live yaa 
bukan life] 49                                 
S Ys                                 
T 
I live on blab bla street. 
Number blab la bla. [Okay 
berikutnya apa?] 50                                 
S Where do you study?                                  
T 
Where is your school? 
Where do you study? [Okay 
ini namanya]  introduction. 
If there is someone  
say hello, my name is ikfi 
come from Indonesia. I am 
forty years old. Itu namanya 
51 





orangnya sedang apa? 
[Sedang introduce atau 
memperkenalkan diri.] 
Introduce herself [jadi kalo 
ada orang memperkenalkan 
diri kamu  gausah bingung.] 
Okay. Write or clean? 




(The students are writing on 
their book)-----------------------
-------------- 
Guru: Okay, I’ll give you 
example a dialogue about 
introduction. (The teacher is 
writing on the whiteboard) 
dialogue between Ani and 
Ina. [KAlo ada percakapan 
seperti ini biasanya 
pertanyaannya]  How many 
persons in the dialogue? 
[Berapa sih jumlah orang di 
dialogue tersebut?]  
52 
                      1         
S Two persons   1                             
T Mention it, [sebutkan !] 
53 
                        1       
S Ani and Ina   1                             
T 
Okay, second question. 
Where the dialogue take 
place? [Kata kuncinya ada 
dikalimat pertama,]  
            where. What is the 
meaning where? [Hafal ga 
54 






S [hafal]           1                     
T [Hafal ya. What artinya?] 
55 
                    1           
S [apa]   1       1                     
T When [artinya?] 
56 
                    1           
S [kapan]           1                     
T where? 
57 
                    1           
S [dimana]   1       1                     
T why? 
58 
                    1           
S [kenapa]   1       1                     
T Okay, Who? 
59 
                    1           
S [Siapa]   1       1                     
T 
Okay now, where the 
dialogue take place?  [Kira 
kira dimana?]  
----------------------- The 
teacher is writing on the 
white board ---------------------
--------------- 
Guru: Okay, where the 
dialogue take place?  [Kalo 
ada kayak gitu berati 
dimana?] 
60 
                    1           
S 
(The students is thinking 
about the answer)     1                           
S [Dikelas]   1       1                     
T 
Are you sure in the class? 
[Kalo kamu jawab kelas 
salah. Nih liat Ani]:  
61 





The bell rings, [yuk masuk 
kelas. Berati dimana?  Udah 
masuk kelas belum?] 
S [Belum, Diluar kelas]           1                     
T 
[Kalo diluar kelas namanya 
apa?] 62                     1           
S School   1                             
T 
good, At school. [Kalo jawab 
kelas salah. Dia mungkin ada 
dikantin bisa tapi yang jelas 
dia ada di sekolah.] You 
understand?                   1               
S 
Silent [ Giving their 
attention to the teacher]       1                           
T 
Please be focus yaa. [Kalo 
ada dialog seperti ini. Kalo 
jawab kelas salah.] So, 
where the dialogue  
take place [jawabannya] at 
school.  Okay soal 
berikutnya, what is 
relationship of Ani and Ina? 
What is relationship, 
relationship [itu hubungan. 
Menurut kalian apa 
hubungan Ani dan Ina? 
Kakak Adek?] 
63 
                    1           
S [teman]   1       1                     
T [teman apa?] 
64 
                    1           
S [teman sekelas] 1         1                     
T 
Okay I’ll give you 
information. [Kalo teman 
65 






S  Friend   1                             
T 
Okay friend atau friendship 
pertemanan. How about 
[teman satu sekolah?] 66                   1             
S [depannya school]   1       1                     
T 
[Iya depannya] school 
[belakangnya mate jadi 
school mate. Teman satu 
bangku?] 
67 
                  1             
S Chair [depannya]   1       1                     
T 
Okay chairmate. [Kalo 
teman satu kelas 
depannya?] 68                   1 1           
S Class   1                             
T 
Classmate. [Kakak adek] 
siblings. Okay?                     1 1           
S 
Silent (Giving their attention 
to the teacher)       1                           
T 
So, based on the dialogue 
what is relationship 
between Ani and Ina?  69                     1           
S Schoolmate   1                             
T 
[Kalo jawabannya 
schoolmate kurang tepat 
soalnya kita tau Ani di 7H, 
Ina juga di 7H. JAdi jawaban 
yg tepat apa?] 
70 
                                






Ya classmate. Do you 
understand? [Jangan sampe 
salah] the difference 
between schoolmate.  
Chairmate, classmate and 
friendship. [Jadi kalo ada 
soal seperti ini jawabnya 
yang detail. Schoolmate 
boleh sih tapi jawabannya 
kurang tepat. Misal si Ina 
bilang] “ Ani you sit beside 
me” [Berati mereka?] 
71 
                    1 1         
S chair mate   1                             
T 
[Teman sebangku. Okay satu 
topic lagi] then after this 
you can take a nap. [Kalian 
boleh istirahat  
           lagi.] The last topic is 
about schedule. Schedule 
is? 
72 
                    1 1         
S jadwal   1       1                     
T 
Yaa very good.[ Yang 
namanya jadwal itu banyak 
jenisnya.] I’ll give you table. 
Write this on your book. 
[Tulis dibuku tabelnya.]                    1               
S 
Silent (They are writing the 
table on their book)       1                           
T 
This is the time schedule 
[ada hari ada time ada 
subject.] What is subject? 73                     1 1         
S [Pelajaran]   1       1                     





write the question here. 
S 
Silent (They are writing the 
table on their book)       1                           
T 
finish. Question number 
one. Listen to me first yaa. 
When will the English 
subject be held? What is the 
meaning when? 
74 
                    1           
S kapan   1       1                     
T 
Okay, When will the English 
subject be held? [Kira kira 
kapan sih. Kalo ada soal gini] 
for example  
[kalo yang ditanya kapan 
kalian] can answer with 
date, [tanggalnya. Boleh 
hari boleh tanggal karena 
pertanyaannya] when 
kapan. [JAdi kalo kapan itu 
lebih general, lebih umum 
yah.] Jadi When will the 
English subject be held? 
[Jawabannya] Monday on 
twenty first January. [Paham 
ya?] 
75 
                    1 1         
S yes 1                               
T 
[Tapi kalo pertanyaannya] 
what dime does the science 
be held [jawabannya?] 76                     1           
S A quarter past eight.    1                             
T 
[Nah. Gampang kan? Karena 
pertanyaannya] time, 
science, starts.  
77 





[Kalo pertanyaannya] what 
time does the science finish 
[jawabannya?] 
S A quarter to ten 1                               
T 
Good. [Karena 
pertanyaannya nanya jam. 
Kalo] when [kalian bisa 
jawab] date or day.  
You understand? Good. 
Okay question number 3. 
What will the students get 
after sport subject?  
78 
                1   1 1         
S Arabic Languange   1                             
T 
[Kenapa] Arabic Languange? 
[Karena disitu ada kata kata 
after setelah.] Kalo before? 79                     1 1         
S [Sebelum]           1                     
T 
Okay, [gampang ya] I hope 
you get 100. Okay enough 
for today.  
[Satu lagi materi sepele sih.]  
What is the meaning of 
greeting? 
80 
                    1           
S salam   1       1                     
T Give me the example 
81 
                        1       
S good morning   1                             
T 
hello, good evening. That’s 
so easy right? Sekarang how 
about leave taking. Leave 
taking apa ya? 
82 
                                
S 
Silent (They are thinking 





S [Perpisahan]   1       1                     
T Give me the example 
83 
                        1       
S Good bye, bye bye.,    1                             
T 
See you. [Itu adalah] leave 
taking. [Sekarang] how 
about gratitude? 84                     1 1         
S Thank you   1                             
T 
Nah, gratitude [adalah] 
saying thank you. [Yang ada 
kata terimakasihnya adalah] 
gratitude. Kalo ada kata I’m 
sorry adalah? 
85 
                    1 1         
S  Apologizing   1                             
T 
okay Apologizing. [Ini jangan 
sampe dilupakan yaa ini 
materi awal.] Okay that’s all 
for today. [Ada 
pertanyaan?] 
86 
                  1             
S No 1                               
T 
No, [dikerjakan yang bener 
yaa.] Do the best. I hope you 
get 100.  
[Miss ikfi pengennya kalian 
dapet 100. Yang penting 
belajar] do your best, 
There’s no question? 
87 
                        1       
S No                                 
T 
Okay, now you can back to 
your boarding house and 
take a nap. 
Wassalamualaikum wr.wb 
88 





S Waalaikumsalam wr.wb                                 
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